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Executive summary
This deliverable reports on task 1.3 “Definition of Coordination Schemes and standardised products for grid
services” of the CoordiNet project, which aims at defining and providing a detailed description of the
CoordiNet coordination schemes and standard products for grid services of which a subset will be tested
in the different demonstrations in the project.
The links and interactions of this deliverable with the other WPs are presented in Figure 0-1 that shows the
inter-relation of WP1 deliverables with the other WPs. The services, products and coordination schemes
introduced in this report are directly fed in D1.5 which describes the Business Use Cases of the demonstrators
and forms the link between the CoordiNet coordination schemes and standardized products for grid services
as identified in this deliverable and the field demonstrations (Work Packages: WP3-WP5). Moreover, in WP2
the coordination schemes introduced in this report will be further elaborated and described, i.e. these highlevel schemes will be translated to more specific market designs.

Figure 0-1: Main interactions and links of WP1 deliverables with the other WPs of the CoordiNet project

This report first sketches the overall context and introduces some of the main challenges that Transmission
and Distribution System Operators are facing today and are expected to be confronted with in the future,
related to flexibility provision. The introduction of high levels of RES will call for considerable changes in
the energy and ancillary service market, but also the operation of distribution and national transmission
networks will have to evolve. As a result, for all electricity transactions, it is important to search for the
most efficient allocation within the constraints imposed by the physical system. Despite the many uses of
flexibility, with widely varying timing and technical requirements, flexibility is in essence, deployed by
System Operators in order to efficiently maintain the energy balance while efficiently guarding the grid
capacity constraints and ensuring safe grid operation. Energy balancing is typically the responsibility of the
TSO, while both the TSO and DSO should guarantee safe grid operation and manage the constraints in their
respective grids.
To ensure the development and the stable operation of transmission and distribution grids, system operators
(SOs) can make use of grid services. In this deliverable, we define grid services as “services provided to
DSOs and TSOs to keep the operation of the grid within acceptable limits for security of supply and are
delivered mainly by third parties” (based on (CEDEC et al., 2019)). The grid services considered in the
CoordiNet Project are balancing, congestion management, voltage control, inertial response, black start
and controlled islanding.
GA 824414
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To enable a market-based allocation of these grid services and thus enable market parties to effectively
bid into these markets, products for grid services need to be defined. Products can be grouped into standard
products and specific products. In this deliverable, we have focused on standard products, which we define
as “harmonized products for the exchange of grid service(s) with common characteristics across Europe (i.e.
shared by all TSOs or by all DSOs or by all TSOs and DSOs)”. This does not necessarily mean that all product
attributes will be defined beforehand as for some attributes the decision will be left to the TSO and or DSO
procuring the product. A standard product can be specific to one grid service or could address the
requirements of multiple services, e.g. one standardized product which can be used for both “balancing”
and “congestion management”. On the other hand, multiple standardized products might be defined to
deliver a certain service.
Within this deliverable, we have defined one or more standard products for each of the grid services, with
some commonly defined product attributes which have been introduced in the report (such as duration, full
activation time, etc.). At this stage, for some products, ranges of values are being proposed as different
sets of values will be tested in the demonstrators. After the demonstrators, the product definitions will be
made more concrete based on the evaluation of the demonstrators. Where possible, we also propose
common attributes for different services, so that they could be traded on the same market (e.g. for
congestion and balancing). However, it should be kept in mind that certain product attributes will still need
to be service specific (e.g. a product used for congestion management must include locational information,
while this is less stringent for balancing services). The identification of the product attributes and translation
of the different needs to standard products in this report, are either defined in the network codes, taken
from literature or real examples and/or a result of discussions among the project partners. Figure 0-2 shows
an overview of the services and products which have been defined within the deliverable.

Balancing

Congestion
management

Voltage
control

FFR

Congestion
management
reserved

Steady state
reactive power

FCR

Congestion
management
non-reserved

Dynamic
reactive power

aFRR

Inertial
response

(physical)
inertial response

Black start

Black start
system
restoration

Controlled
islanding
See products for
balancing +
voltage control

Active power

mFRR

RR

Figure 0-2: Products for grid services defined within D1.3.

As a next step, the report discusses coordination schemes and how they should evolve in line with increasing
levels of DER and future flexibility needs of both DSOs and TSOs. An important question within this respect
is how to allow the multitude of new flexible sources (such as DER) to provide the needed services and how
to procure these services in a transparent, coordinated and market-based approach to allow a safe and costefficient use of this flexibility. Flexible resources are connected over a wide geographical area (connected
to distribution and transmission grids) and cover a wide time range, implying that many actors are involved
or affected by the provision of these services. Consequently, a stronger coordination (up to real time) is
necessary between system operators and possible other actors to ensure that DER are optimally used
(CIEP/PBL, 2014; Expert Group 3, 2015; Gerard et al., 2018; Ruester et al., 2014). Therefore, to ensure
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system operation is future proof with regard to higher (locational) flexibility needs for both the TSO and
DSO, market design should allow for better coordination between system operators. Discussions on how such
coordination should take place have led to different propositions of coordination schemes. A coordination
scheme is defined as “the relation between TSO and DSO, defining the roles and responsibilities of each
system operator, when procuring and using system services provided by the distribution grid” (Gerard et
al., 2018, p. 41).
For the coordination schemes definition, previous work has been taken as a starting basis, such as the
coordination schemes proposed by the SmartNet project (Gerard et al., 2018), which have been amended
with a detailed review of recent literature on the topic, results obtained in various projects across Europe,
ongoing policy discussions (see also deliverable D1.1 of the CoordiNet project (Lind and Chaves Ávila, 2019))
and the needs of the demonstrations. From the proposed coordination schemes developed within Smartnet
and the current discussions on alternative designs, important takeaways become apparent. First of all, there
is a general consensus that there does not exist a one-size-fits-all coordination scheme. This is because local
circumstances, market maturities, regulatory conditions… differ between TSO and DSO grids and between
countries. As a result, there exists a multitude of coordination schemes that propose different solutions to
different circumstances. However, it became clear that this also gave rise to a forest of different
coordination scheme names, even when saying the same thing. A mapping of coordination schemes and a
common nomenclature is therefore proposed by introducing classification layers that highlight the
differences between the coordination schemes. The different identified classification layers are:
•

•

•

•

NEED: “Which System Operator needs will be addressed?”.
In the classification layer describing the need to be fulfilled by flexibility, a distinction is made
between local needs, central needs and the combination of both needs in a certain market set-up.
Only needs which will be procured via a market-based approach need to be considered here.
BUYER: “Which stakeholder(s) buy(s) the flexibility to answer a certain need?”
The TSO, DSO and commercial parties are typical candidates to buy flexibility. In addition, more
distributed buying models could sprout in a future time horizon, in which peers are actually the
sole buyers (and providers) in the market.
MARKETS: “How many markets are considered?”
The third layer of the classification structure considers the number of markets . In the context of
this report a distinction is made between a single market (i.e. 1), and the existence of multiple
markets (i.e. >1).
RESOURCES: “Does the TSO have access to DER?”1
If the TSO is allowed to procure flexibility services outside its own monitored area of control, i.e.
at the distribution level, the coordination actions between the DSO and TSO will be different and
are to be intensified.

Going through the different classification layers, resulted in seven groups of coordination possibilities. The
proposed coordination schemes are service-agnostic so that they can be applied to different services or even
a combination of services, always maintaining a SO-viewpoint. An overview of the coordination schemes
considered within the CoordiNet project is depicted in the table below.

1

As introduced in D1.1 of the CoordiNet project (Lind and Chaves Ávila, 2019), “Distributed Energy
Resources is a concept used to encompass the multiple types of end-users connected to the distribution
grid, capable of providing energy and/or services to the grid by mobilizing the flexibility they have available”
and encompas distributed generation, demand response, energy storage systems and electric vehicles, at
all voltage levels of the distribution grid.
GA 824414
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Table 0-1: Categorization structure of coordination schemes considered within the CoordiNet project.

Local Market Model
Central Market Model

NEED

BUYER

# MARKETS

RESOURCES

Which SOneed(s) will be
addressed?

Which
stakeholder(s)
buy(s) the
flexibility to
answer the
considered
need(s)?

How many
markets are
considered?

Does the TSO
have access to
DER?

Local need

DSO

1

NA

Central need

TSO

1

Yes or No

1

Yes

Common Market Model
Multi-level Market Model
Fragmented Market Model

DSO and TSO

Integrated Market Model

Yes
>1

Local and
central need

No
DSO, TSO and
commercial
parties

1

Yes

Peers

≥1

NA

Local need
Distributed Market Model

Local and
central need

Finally, the report exemplifies the interrelation between the identified services and products on the one
hand and the coordination schemes on the other hand, by using the Business Use Cases (BUCs) of the
CoordiNet demonstrators as examples. For each demonstration, a separate use case has been introduced
for each combination of a service and a coordination scheme which will be tested within the CoordiNet
project. The table below lists the services and coordination schemes which will be tested in each of the
BUCs. A detailed description of the different BUC can be found within deliverable D1.5 “Business use case:
Business use case definition” (Gürses-Tran et al., 2019).

GA 824414
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Table 0-2: Services and coordination schemes tested within the CoordiNet demonstrators

BUC
BUC GR-1a

Service tested
Voltage control

Coordination scheme
Multi-level MM

BUC GR-1b
BUC GR-2a

Voltage control
Congestion management

Fragmented MM
Multi-level MM

BUC GR-2b
BUC ES-1

Congestion management
Congestion management

Fragmented MM
Common MM

BUC ES-2
BUC ES-3

Balancing
Voltage control

Central MM
Common MM

BUC ES-4

Controlled islanding

Local MM

BUC SE-1a
BUC SE-1b

Congestion management
Congestion management

Multi-level MM (1)
Distributed MM

BUC SE-2
Balancing
Local MM
BUC SE-3
Balancing
Multi-level MM (1)
(1) The multi-level market model applies to the combination of the first Swedish business use case
(SE-1a) and the fourth Swedish use case (SE-3).
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1
1.1

Introduction
The CoordiNet project

The CoordiNet project is a response to the call LC-SC3-ES-5-2018-2020, entitled “TSO – DSO – Consumer:
Large-scale demonstrations of innovative grid services through demand response, storage and small-scale
generation” of the Horizon 2020 programme. The project aims at demonstrating how Distribution System
Operators (DSO) and Transmission System Operators (TSO) shall act in a coordinated manner to procure and
activate grid services in the most reliable and efficient way through the implementation of three large-scale
demonstrations. The CoordiNet project is centred around three key objectives:

1. To demonstrate to which extent coordination between TSO/DSO will lead to a cheaper, more
reliable and more environmentally friendly electricity supply to the consumers through the
implementation of three demonstrations at large scale, in cooperation with market participants.
2. To define and test a set of standardized products and the related key parameters for grid services,
including the reservation and activation process for the use of the assets and finally the settlement
process.
3. To specify and develop a TSO-DSO-Consumers cooperation platform starting with the necessary
building blocks for the demonstration sites. These components will pave the way for the
interoperable development of a pan-European market that will allow all market participants to
provide energy services and opens up new revenue streams for consumers providing grid services.
In total, eight demo activities will be carried out in three different countries, namely Greece, Spain, and
Sweden. In each demo activity, different products will be tested, in different time frames and relying on
the provision of flexibility by different types of Distributed Energy Resources (DER). Figure 1-1 presents an
approach to identify (standardized) products, grid services, and coordination schemes to incorporate them
into the future CoordiNet platform for the realization of the planned demo activities 2.

2

Considering that this Deliverable D1.3 is being published at an early stage of the project, these
characteristics may change. Please refer to the latest CoordiNet deliverables for updated information.
GA 824414
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Figure 1-1: Overall CoordiNet approach(FFR: Fast Frequency Response, FCR: Frequency Containment Reserves, aFRR:
automatic Frequency Restoration Reserves, mFRR: manual Frequency Restoration Reserves, RR: Replacement Reserves)

1.2

The objective and scope

This deliverable reports on task 1.3 “Definition of Coordination Schemes and standardised products for grid
services” of the CoordiNet project, which aims at defining and providing a detailed description of the
CoordiNet coordination schemes and standard products for grid services of which a subset will be tested in
the different demonstrations. The definition of these products is based on an assessment and consideration
of the needs of the network operators on the one hand and relevant research on the other hand in order to
select the most appropriate products for grid services for further implementation. Ongoing initiatives and
projects have defined the basis for this extensive elaboration. As a result of this analysis, one or more
product(s) for each of the considered services have been defined, including the specification of product
attributes (such as duration, full activation time, etc.).
For the coordination schemes definition, previous work has been taken as a starting basis, such as the
coordination schemes proposed by the SmartNet3 project, which have been amended with a detailed review
of recent literature on the topic, results obtained in various projects across Europe, ongoing policy
discussions (see also deliverable D1.1 of the CoordiNet project (Lind and Chaves Ávila, 2019)) and the needs
of the demonstrations. This has resulted in a mapping of coordination schemes and the definition of the
CoordiNet coordination schemes.

3

The SmartNet project is taken as a basis for Coordinet as it is arguably the project with the most complete
overview of coordination schemes. It is not focusing on one type of coordination in particular and discusses
a wide range of high-level coordination possibilities. As such, it is not focussing on one specific scheme or
situation in particular, making it applicable to different countries and case studies.
GA 824414
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1.3

Structure

The remainder of this report is structured as follows (see Figure 1-2).
First chapter 2 introduces some of the main challenges that Transmission and Distribution System Operators
are facing today and are expected to confront in the future related to flexibility provision. This chapter will
therefore explain the main flexibility needs of System Operators and explain why cooperation between the
TSO and DSO is essential, for each of them.
Next, chapter 3, introduces the services and related products which are procured by System Operators to
cope with these challenges and which will be further studied within the CoordiNet project.
Afterwards, within chapter 4, coordination schemes are studied and how they should evolve in line with
increasing levels of DER and future flexibility needs of System Operators and other market parties. Our
starting point is the current state-of-the-art regarding coordination schemes found in literature,
complemented with current discussions on roles and market design. There exists a multitude of coordination
schemes that propose different solutions to different circumstances. In this deliverable, a mapping of
coordination schemes and a common nomenclature is therefore proposed. This is facilitated by the use of
classification layers that highlight the differences between the coordination schemes. Going through the
different classification layers, resulted in seven groups of coordination possibilities.
Finally, a reflection of the work done, explaining the interrelation between the identified services and
products on the one hand and the coordination schemes on the other hand, will be given in chapter 5, by
using examples of the use cases of the CoordiNet demonstrators.

Figure 1-2: Structure of deliverable 1.3.
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2

Context: Electricity system challenges

During the last two decades, power sector regulation experienced substantial changes as the European Union
(EU) set in motion a continuing process of restructuring towards a more liberalised energy market (European
Commission, 2016) and towards achieving the 2020 climate objectives. This led to an increased focus on
consumer protection against monopoly power and the associated threat of high electricity prices, to greater
attention for service quality and to a renewed interest in distributed generation, opening opportunities for
flexible capacity to enter the market. Nevertheless, reforms and integration of local generation have
increased, over the last years, network tariffs for household consumers significantly (European Commission,
2019a).
With the Paris Agreement, the EU has to move even further to ensure greenhouse gas emission reductions
of at least 40% by 2040. To achieve this, the EU has defined a new framework, called the “Clean energy for
all Europeans package” (European Commission, 2019a). As with the previous directives and regulatory
frameworks, this new legislative package will lead to significant changes in power markets, focussing on
more integration of renewable energy while avoiding a disproportionate impact on certain household
consumers.
Specifically, the new package highlights the new role of Distribution System Operators (DSOs) as they should
be allowed to “manage some of the challenges associated with variable generation more locally (e.g. by
managing local flexibility resources)” (European Commission, 2019a, p. 6). This is necessary due to the
changing energy mix. In particular, today, more than 90% of variable renewable electricity sources are
connected to distribution grids (European Commission, 2019a). Particularly in areas with low demand and
where electricity generation from RES may easily exceed consumption, the distribution systems (and also
the transmission grids) have to be reinforced and extended. Alternatively, flexibility from DER (Distributed
Energy Resources) could be mobilised to solve constraints. In a similar fashion, demand may increase
significantly due to heat pumps, electrical vehicles and new energy intensive appliances. This could require
considerable investment from distribution system operators (DSOs) (and transmission system operators
(TSOs)) and hence increase the need for flexibility as a possible alternative to grid reinforcement.
Furthermore, renewable energy sources (RES) such as wind and photovoltaic power generation are
characterised by their intermittency, unpredictability and uneven geographical distribution. The increase
in these types of RES will have significant and far‐reaching effects on both the electricity market and on
transmission and distribution grids, increasing the need for grid services. Markets for grid services are also
expected to be affected by the fluctuations in intermittent generation as it introduces additional
requirements for balancing capacity and energy.
In summary, the introduction of high levels of RES will not only considerably affect the energy and the
ancillary service market, but also distribution and national transmission networks. As a result, for all
electricity transactions, it is important to search for the most efficient allocation within the constraints
imposed by the physical system. Coordination between system operators therefore becomes indispensable
and flexibility is of key importance. Despite the many uses of flexibility, with widely varying timing and
technical requirements, flexibility is in essence, deployed by System Operators in order to efficiently
maintain the energy balance while efficiently guarding the grid capacity constraints and ensuring safe grid
operation (see Figure 2-1). Energy balancing is the responsibility of the TSO, while both the TSO and DSO
should guarantee safe grid operation and manage the constraints in their respective grids. The question
remains how to allow the multitude of new flexible sources (such as DER) to provide the needed services
and how to procure these services in a transparent, coordinated and market-based approach to allow a safe
and cost-efficient use of this flexibility. Flexible resources are connected over a wide geographical area
(connected to distribution and transmission grids) and cover a wide time range, implying that many actors
are involved or affected by the provision of these services. Consequently, a stronger coordination (up to
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real time) is necessary between system operators and possible other actors to ensure that DER are optimally
used (CIEP/PBL, 2014; Expert Group 3, 2015; Gerard et al., 2018; Ruester et al., 2014).
This need for an increased cooperation between system operators is already recognized by regulators as an
indispensable activity to achieve the best whole system outcome (CEER, 2016). However, as proven by the
SmartNet project (“SmartNet - Integrating renewable energy in transmission networks,” 2015), cooperation
between TSOs and DSOs in the context of prequalification, procurement, activation and settlement of
flexibility is limited. This hinders opportunities for DER participation in grid services, rendering the amount
of contracted volume of DER for system purposes very limited. In the remainder of this section, we will
shortly explain the three main flexibility needs of System Operators and explain why cooperation between
the TSO and DSO is essential, for each of them.

DSO – TSO coordination

Energy
balancing
Congestion
management
Safe grid
operation

Figure 2-1: Main flexibility needs of System Operators
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2.1

Energy balancing

“‘Balancing’ means all actions and processes, on all timelines, through which TSOs ensure, in a continuous
way, the maintenance of system frequency within a predefined stability range as set out in Article 127 of
Regulation (EU) 2017/1485, and compliance with the amount of reserves needed with respect to the
required quality.” (European Commission, 2017a, p. 32) Balancing is indispensable in electricity grids; In
case a balance between supply and demand cannot be assured, voltage may fluctuate, generators speed up
or slowdown in an attempt to attenuate system frequency increases or decreases and eventually the power
supply may fail.
The actor responsible for maintaining the balancing in its control area is the high voltage Transmission
System Operator (TSO) (European Commission, 2017a). The relevant TSO is supported in this task by
Balancing Responsible Parties (BRPs), which are responsible for taking all the measures available to them to
maintain the balance in their own balancing perimeters. Current trends are, however, having a significant
impact on the balancing process. First, European market integration is progressively leading to an internal
electricity market in which electricity can flow freely in response to price signals. This implies that balancing
energy can be drawn from cross-border sources, that there is more market liquidity and that prices decrease
(ENTSO-E, 2019). While market integration leads to numerous benefits, it should be noted that the process
has not been finalized yet and that further convergence is necessary. Regional rules and market platforms
still need to find ways to become further harmonized. Furthermore, balancing needs are changing rapidly
due to the integration of more renewables. Due to sudden changes in generation, this transition to
renewables implies that balancing trading needs are moving closer to real time (ENTSO-E, 2018a).
In the past, balancing services were solely reserved for grid users connected to the transmission grid,
typically provided by centralized, flexible power plants and large industrial consumers. Certain market
participation rules prevented distribution grid connected grid users to participate in the balancing market.
As the share of renewable energy sources in the generation mix increases, it has become clear that
transmission grid connected flexibility alone will not solve the equation. The more the energy system is
decentralizing, the bigger is the need for distributed energy sources in the balancing system. Multiple
European TSOs have already taken steps to open their balancing markets for distribution grid connected
flexibility providers. In chapter 3 Products and services, standard products for balancing will be defined
covering different time frames and considering the participation of all types of flexibility, including DER.
The proliferation of this type of flexibility will have a positive effect on the balancing market but creates
additional challenges and complexities. It has to be scrutinized to what extend the DSO will be involved in
the balancing process. In all scenarios, an improved coordination between the TSO and DSO urges itself. The
coordination options will be further studied in chapter 4.
2.2

Congestion management

Conventional power plants used to be located close to areas of high demand for electricity and were typically
connected to transmission grids. However, as renewable energy sources are often located further away from
demand (such as offshore wind power) and/or are very often integrated in the distribution grid, renewable
energy sources are causing increasing levels of grid congestions in both transmission and distribution grids
(Schermeyer et al., 2017). The issue often leads to curtailment of renewable energy sources, which is a
reduction of renewable generation due to grid constraints (Schermeyer et al., 2018). According to the latter
source, in Germany, the amount of curtailed energy even tripled in 2014 and 2015. Regulators and policy
makers therefore call upon more efficiency regarding congestion management approaches and coordination
between grid operators (ENTSO-E, 2016a; Gerard et al., 2018; Schermeyer et al., 2018).
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The latter is necessary as in the past, congestion management used to be primarily focused on dealing with
transmission grid constraints with limited consideration of the distribution grid. The conventional approach
of TSOs across Europe to contemplate congestion management is to internalize the cross-border capacities
in the market design and to consider congestion within a certain TSO control area after the markets are
cleared. The cross-border capacities put available on these markets are used as constraints in the market
clearing. As a result of the transformative change of European electricity markets, a flow-based market
coupling4 was introduced, where the interactions between available capacities on the borders are now also
partly taken into account.
From the perspective of the distribution grid, so far a ‘fit and forget’ approach has been pursued. In many
cases, these grids were over-dimensioned to strive for a high resilience in manifold circumstances. Hence,
the need for active management of the distribution grid was not getting traction. In recent years, the energy
transition and the paradigm shift in the energy market have created a momentum which propelled massive
connection requests. In the occurrence of grid connection issues, the conventional approach would be to
limit the connections either by creating a connection queue or by exerting non-firm access that would allow
the DSO to curtail grid users connected to their grid. Besides non-firm grid access, or a flexible connection
capacity, some DSOs started to procure flexibility services to re-dispatch the system at the level of
distribution grids (Meeus and Glachant, 2018).
As such, from the perspective of congestion management, as the energy transition is gaining momentum,
the focus is shifted from the TSO level to the distribution grid. Solving congestion issues should not only be
done by means of grid constraints but could also be done by means of activation of flexibility. To this end,
standard products for congestion management will be defined in the CoordiNet project (see chapter 23
Products and services), which can be applied for congestion management within distribution and/or
transmission grids. In this regard cooperation between TSOs and DSOs will become of key importance as
activation of flexibility by another system operator in the grid can cause congestion issues for the other
system operator. This will be further considered in chapter 4 Coordination schemes.
2.3

Safe grid operation

Aside from balancing and congestion management, System Operators are faced with other challenges to
allow a safe operation of the grid. As penetration levels of non-dispatchable generation increase, the
operation of the power system becomes more complex. Intermittent renewable energy sources, disperse
across the power system, behave differently than traditionally centralized facilities. Some of these
challenges will be further studied within the CoordiNet project and will be shortly described in this section.
Voltage stability is essential to ensure safe operation of the high-voltage grid, as well as the medium and
low voltage electrical grid. TSOs are responsible for controlling voltage in their grid and traditionally relied
on the assistance of producers connected to their grid to feed / absorb sufficient reactive power to achieve
this. In line with the voltage level measured in the grid, production units stabilise the voltage by absorbing
or generating reactive energy. Voltage control is becoming more challenging as generation is becoming
more decentralized, which means that there are less online centralized production units which are today
providing the bulk of reactive power. In addition, there are also reversed power flows in distribution grids
due to the existence of DER. This creates additional voltage issues. Assets within distribution grids can also

4

However, in some regions (such as Spain-France and Spain-Portugal borders), the NTC (Net Transfer
Capacity) approach is still used.
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contribute to voltage control for the TSO at the interconnection between the DSO and TSO. These assets
however are very often installed to regulate the voltage of the distribution grid which is also becoming more
prominent. This is the responsibility of the DSO. Coordination between the TSO and DSO is therefore
essential to find a way to involve these assets in the service provision towards the TSO, while respecting
voltage constraints of their relevant DSO.
Historically, centralized power plants have set the grid frequency of the system (system frequency is a
measure of the rotating speed of synchronized generators). With less synchronous generation (due to the
increase of e.g. solar and wind plants) supplying demand, the level of inertia available to the system
decreases5 (Ørum et al., 2015). Adequate levels of system (physical) inertia allows Transmission System
Operators to maintain a stable frequency. According to a report published by (ENTSO-E, 2016b), the
interconnected European system "still shows acceptable frequency behaviour even with significantly
reduced inertia." However, unstable system behaviour may be observed due to a disturbance leading to split
operation6 (ENTSO-E, 2016b). In the Nordic grid, operators consider low inertia as one of the main future
challenges of their grids (Svenska Kraftnät et al., 2016). Due to its importance, Transmission System
Operators, together with Distribution System Operators, are exploring options for maintaining system inertia
levels while achieving higher penetration of intermittent renewable energy sources. In Europe, examples of
these options can already be observed in Ireland (EIRGRID, 2019a, 2019b) and UK (National Grid, 2018). To
keep resources capable of providing an inertial response service (e.g., synchronous generators,
synchronous condensers or synchronized loads) online, DSO and TSO need to coordinate their actions.
Fundamentally, these coordinated actions would prevent substantial erosion of frequency control systems,
which in turn reduces the need to increase reserve requirements.
Finally, there are some challenges on how to deal with planned and unplanned issues which could lead to
power system failure. Current restoration strategies very often depend on the use of centralized,
synchronous generation. With the integration of more (disturbed) VRES, fewer of these plants will be
available as already mentioned. Furthermore, system failure issues could happen at lower grid levels
needing additional measures and the participation of other assets. In this respect, controlled islanding is
often considered as the final stage of power system defence plans to operate the grid in a safe modus. If
the system would in effect fail, a black start service would be activated to ensure that the system always
can be restored effectively and in a safe manner. The basis for islanding and black start is not standard but
rather depends upon the location and the nature of the grid under consideration, which makes it difficult
to create markets to procure these services. Depending on the location, more or less coordination between
the effected DSO(s) and TSO would be needed.
To address the challenges introduced in this section, standard products for voltage control, inertial response
and black start will be defined in chapter 3 Products and services, while for controlled islanding reference
will be made to the standard products which have been defined for balancing and voltage control (and
possibly other services). Coordination needs will be considered within chapter 4.

5

Power system inertia is defined as “the ability of a power system to oppose changes in system frequency
due to the resistance provided by rotating masses” (Ørum et al., 2015).
6
Split operation refers to the situation where after a disturbance an interconnected system is divided into
separate parts (areas). Due to a high power exchange between them prior to the disturbance each part has
a high load imbalance. For instance, in November 4, 2006, the UCTE grid split into three separate areas
(West, North-East and South-East). The severe frequency drop with origin in the Western area left 15 million
European households without power supply (UCTE, 2006).
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3

Products and services

To ensure the development and the stable operation of transmission and distribution grids, system operators
(SOs) can make use of grid services. In this deliverable, we define grid services as “services provided to
DSOs and TSOs to keep the operation of the grid within acceptable limits for security of supply and are
delivered mainly by third parties” (based on (CEDEC et al., 2019)). The grid services considered in the
CoordiNet Project are balancing, congestion management, voltage control, inertial response, black start
and controlled islanding.
For the procurement of these services, in response to the SO’s needs, different methods can be implemented
to obtain sufficient flexible volume to resolve certain challenges and issues. In general, these methods can
be divided into three categories, with a growing level of incentivization of flexibility providers and with a
full market approach as the final stage7 (CEER, 2018).
A first category consists of rule-based mechanisms which rely on technical requirements, e.g. defined by
network codes or regulatory prescriptions, describing a regulated procurement of certain services. Amongst
others, rule-based mechanisms can contain mandatory provision and connection agreements.
Secondly, price signals can be issued, implicitly triggering the activation of flexibility for a certain purpose
or service. These tariff solutions can cover for example time, direction, capacity, energy and locational
aspects. The price signal sent to the flexibility provider can be tailored to fit the service needed, e.g. a
higher tariff period is applicable at the evening peak in order to avoid grid congestions.
Besides these non-market-based mechanisms, a third category of mechanisms assumes a direct procurement
and activation of flexibility following a market-based procedure. Market-based refers to the fact that
flexibility providers, voluntary and explicitly participate in the foreseen procurement procedure for a
certain service needed. A broad scale of market-based mechanisms exists to obtain sufficient flexibility,
amongst which tendering procedures, auctions and continuous trading.
The three approaches are summarized in Table 3-1 In the context of this deliverable, market-based solutions
for procuring products for grid services will be considered.

7

In additions DSOs and TSOs can implement technical solutions using grid assets, for example grid
reconfiguration to alter power flows, including reactive power flows, to achieve a more desirable system
state. (CEDEC et al., 2019)
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Table 3-1: Service procurement mechanisms

Rule based mechanisms and
connection agreements

Tariff based mechanisms

•Rule based solutions refer to
the implementation of
technical requirements and
following grid codes
•Connection agreements can
specify the conditions for
connection for certain grid
users and the terms for
providing certain services

•Within this solution price
signals are used, implicitly
triggering the activation of
flexibility for certain
services. These tariff
solutions can cover for
example time, direction,
capacity, energy and
locational aspects.

Market-based mechanisms
•Market-based solutions rely
on a procurement of services
following a market-based
procedure where flexibility is
provided and allocated
explicitly.

To enable a market-based allocation of these grid services and thus enable market parties to effectively bid
into these markets, products for grid services need to be defined. Products can be grouped into standard
products and specific products. In this deliverable, we will mainly focus on standard products, which we
define as “harmonized products for the exchange of grid service(s) with common characteristics across
Europe (i.e. shared by all TSOs or by all DSOs or by all TSOs and DSOs)”. This does not necessarily mean that
all product attributes will be defined beforehand as for some attributes the decision will be left to the TSO
and or DSO procuring the product. These attributes will therefore be specified within the contractual
agreements with the Flexibility Service Provider (FSP). A standard product can be specific to one grid service
or could address the requirements of multiple services, e.g. one standardized product which can be used
for both “balancing” and “congestion management”. On the other hand, multiple standardized products
might be defined to deliver a certain service. For instance, different standard products have already been
defined for balancing, i.e. FCR, aFRR, mFRR, RR as part of the regional initiatives (ENTSO-E, 2018b, 2018c,
2018d, 2018e; Lind and Chaves Ávila, 2019). These initiatives mainly focus on inter-TSO trading, while the
CoordiNet project mainly focuses on transactions between the TSO and DSO.
Specific Products, on the other hand, are “products different from standard products”. (Location)-specific
situations could call for the need to define specific products. For instance, for balancing, the guideline on
electricity balancing (European Commission, 2017a) sets the conditions when specific products could be
defined: “if standard products are not sufficient to ensure operational security and to efficiently deliver
the service or if certain flexible resources cannot participate to the service through standard products”.
Certain very specific (local) grid conditions can thus call for the definition of specific products. For the time
being, specific products haven’t been defined within the CoordiNet project, but depending on the needs of
the demonstrators, specific products can be defined at a later stage.
Within this deliverable, we have defined one or more standard products for each of the grid services, with
some commonly defined attributes. At this stage, for some products ranges of values are being proposed as
different sets of values will be tested in the demonstrators. Also, it should be noted that the definition of
products doesn’t necessarily represent the current product definition in the demonstration countries. After
the demonstrations, the products definitions will be made more concrete based on the evaluation of the
demonstrators. At that moment, we will also study whether product standardization at EU-level should be
targeted for certain services (and to what extend) or whether standardization at member state level would
be more appropriate.
Where possible, we also propose common attributes for different services, so that they could be traded on
the same market (e.g. for congestion and balancing), but bearing in mind that certain product attributes
will still need to be service specific (e.g. a product used for congestion management must include locational
information, while this is less stringent for balancing services). Further standardisation of products across
multiple services, is out of scope of the CoordiNet project.
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The identification of the product attributes and translation of the different needs to standard products in
this report, are either defined in the network codes, taken from literature or real examples and/or a result
of discussions among the project partners.
As a first step to define these standard products, we will introduce a common list of attributes. From this
list, those attributes will be chosen which are required to be able to deliver the specific service, depending
on the specifics of the considered service. The common list of attributes will be introduced in section 3.1.
Afterwards, in section 3, one or more standard products will be introduced for each of the considered
services by defining values for these attributes.
3.1

Product attributes

Before discussing how different products can serve the different service needs of system operators, we
introduce the product attributes or characteristics which will be used to define the products within this
deliverable. A common terminology for product specifications in Europe covering all services for TSOs and
DSOs is currently lacking. At EU-level, discussions on product standardization mainly focus on balancing and
mostly entail standardization between TSOs. We propose to follow a similar approach within the CoordiNet
project but extend it to DSOs and to other (non-balancing) grid services. The definitions below are mainly
taken from the guideline on electricity balancing (European Commission, 2017a) and the related regional
initiatives and adapted/generalized where needed. These definitions are given in Table 3-2 . The first six
characteristics are also represented in the figure below (see Figure 3-1).

Figure 3-1: Representation of product characteristics (adapted from (ENTSO-E, 2018a)
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Table 3-2: Definition of product characteristics

Characteristic

Definition

Source

Preparation period

The period between the request by the SO and the start of the
ramping period.

Adapted from
(European
Commission, 2017a)

Ramping period

The period during which the input and/or output of power will
be increased or decreased until the requested amount is
reached.

Adapted from
(ENTSO-E, 2018d)

Full activation time

The period between the activation request by the SO and the
corresponding full delivery of the concerned product.

Adapted from
(European
Commission, 2017a)

Minimum/maximum
quantity

The power (or change in power) which is offered, and which will
be reached at the end of the full activation time. The minimum
quantity represents the minimum amount of power for one bid.
The maximum quantity represents the maximum amount of
power for one bid.

Adapted from
(ENTSO-E, 2018d)

Minimum/maximum
duration of delivery
period

The minimum/maximum length of the period of delivery during
which the service provider delivers the full requested change of
power in-feed to, or the full requested change of withdrawals
from the system.

Adapted from
(European
Commission, 2017a)

Deactivation period

The period for ramping from full delivery to a set point, or from
full withdrawal back to a set point.

Adapted from
(European
Commission, 2017a)

Granularity

The smallest increment in volume of a bid.

Adapted from
(ENTSO-E, 2018d)

Validity period

The period when the bid offered by the FSP can be activated,
where all the characteristics of the product are respected. The
validity period is defined by a start and end time8.

Adapted from
(European
Commission, 2017a)

Mode of activation

The mode of activation of bids, i.e. manual or automatic.
Automatic activation is done automatically during the validity
period (with little or no direct human control), whereas a
manual activation is done at the request of the SO.

Adapted from
(European
Commission, 2017a)

Availability price

Price for keeping the flexibility available (mostly expressed in €
/MW/hour of availability)

Activation price

Price for the flexibility actually delivered (mostly expressed in €
/MWh)

Divisibility

The possibility for a system operator to use only part of the bids
offered by the service provider, either in terms of power
activation or time duration. A distinction is made between
divisible and indivisible bids.

Locational information
included

This attribute determines whether certain locational information
needs to be included in the bid (e.g. identification of Load
Frequency Control (LFC) area, congested area...)

Recovery period

Minimum duration between the end of deactivation period and
the following activation.

Aggregation allowed

This attribute determines whether a grouped offering of power
by covering several units via an aggregator is allowed.

Symmetric/asymmetric
product

This attribute determines whether only symmetric products or
also asymmetric products are allowed. For a symmetric product
upward regulation volume and downward regulation volume has
to be equal.

Adapted from
(European
Commission, 2017a)

Adapted from
(European
Commission, 2017a)

Adapted from
(ENTSO-E, 2018f)

8

The validity period thus reflects the time period where the FSP could provide the product through its bid,
and should therefore be at least the full delivery period of the bid.
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3.2

Products per service

In the following subsections, we discuss the different services considered within the CoordiNet project, and
we define one or several products for each of them.
To define the product characteristics for the different products, we made some general assumptions taking
as a basis the requirement for technology-neutrality, thereby easing the further market integration of all
types of connected DER9 (which is an important objective of the CoordiNet project).
•
•
•
•

Aggregation will be allowed wherever possible, so that a portfolio of DER is able to deliver the
different services.
The minimum quantity or bid size will be set at 100 kW or 1 MW (in case of active power) for most
services to lower the thresholds for DER to participate to the market, wherever possible10.
Asymmetric products will be allowed wherever possible so that all types of flexibility – including all
types of DER - can participate on an equal footing.
Along the same line, divisible bids will be allowed when possible.

In addition, it should be noted that a distinction is made between capacity products and energy products.
This is for example highlighted by the guideline on electricity balancing (EBGL) (European Commission,
2017a). Energy refers to a service that can be used immediately by the procuring entity (for instance,
balancing energy is energy that can be used by TSOs to perform balancing) (Article 2 (4) (European
Commission, 2017a)). Capacity on the other hand refers to a volume of reserve capacity that a flexibility
service provider has agreed to hold and in respect to which the flexibility service provider has agreed to
submit bids for a corresponding volume of balancing energy to the TSO for the duration of the contract
(Article 2 (5)). A capacity product is therefore an insurance for a system operator to activate real time
energy when needed. Energy itself is thus only activated when needed (for instance when imbalance occurs)
(de Haan et al., 2019).
The distinction between capacity and energy products, is also linked to the procurement cycle. This is
however not included in the product description as this is part of the market design which will be studied
during the next phases of the CoordiNet project. Still, a link to the procurement process can be extracted
in the definition of the pricing scheme (i.e. availability price for a capacity product and/or activation price
for the energy product) and the validity period. For each of the products considered we will indicate whether
an energy and/or capacity product could be considered.

9

As introduced in D1.1 of the CoordiNet project (Lind and Chaves Ávila, 2019), “Distributed Energy
Resources is a concept used to encompass the multiple types of end-users connected to the distribution
grid, capable of providing energy and/or services to the grid by mobilizing the flexibility they have available”
and encompas distributed generation, demand response, energy storage systems and electric vehicles, at
all voltage levels of the distribution grid.
10
For some existing markets and services the minimum quantity is actually higher. It is important to
determine the feasibility of introducing smaller minimum bid sizes for these markets.
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3.2.1 Balancing
According to the guideline on electricity balancing (EBGL), balancing entails “all actions and processes, on
all timelines, through which TSOs ensure, in a continuous way, the maintenance of system frequency within
a predefined stability range, and compliance with the amount of reserves needed with respect to the
required quality” (European Commission, 2017a).
European TSOs currently use different reserve products to balance the system or to restore its frequency if
necessary. Specifically, and in this order:
•
•
•
•

Frequency containment reserves (FCR)
Frequency restoration reserves with automatic activation (aFRR)
Frequency restoration reserves with manual activation (mFRR)
Replacement reserves (RR)

The aim of FCR is to maintain frequency within its regulative limits, the aim of FRR is to restore frequency
to those limits when FCR has not been able to maintain them and the aim of RR is to replace FRR, so that
they are able again to restore frequency under sustained deviations in production and consumption.
Therefore, the timings for those reserves must be consistent, i.e. FRR should act after FCR and RR should
be activated after FRR has been used.
Some TSOs also use other faster reserve products, called FFR (Fast Frequency Response). Although the TSOs
involved in the CoordiNet demonstrators currently have not defined a product for FFR, this product will also
be considered within the project as it seen as a potential valuable future addition to their current product
portfolio.
In order to facilitate the exchange of balancing energy across borders, the electricity balancing guideline
(European Commission, 2017a) requires the definition of a set of standard products for RR, aFRR and mFRR
to be exchanged using pan-European platforms. The list of standard products for balancing energy and
balancing capacity should set out at least the following characteristics of a standard product bid:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

preparation period,
ramping period,
full activation time,
minimum and maximum quantity,
minimum and maximum duration of delivery period,
deactivation period,
validity period and
the mode of activation.

In addition, following variable characteristics of a standard product need to be determined by the FSPs:
•
•
•
•

the price of a bid,
its divisibility,
location and
minimal duration between the end of one activation and the following one.

Propositions for these characteristics are made within the following regional initiatives:
•
•

PICASSO (ENTSO-E, 2018c) for Automatic Frequency Restoration Reserves (aFRR)
MARI (ENTSO-E, 2018d) for Manual Frequency Restoration Reserves (mFRR)
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•

TERRE (ENTSO-E, 2018e) for Replacement Reserves (RR)

In addition to these initiatives, some first agreements on standard product requirements for FCR are made
within the Frequency Containment Reserves (FCR) cooperation (ENTSO-E, 2018b).
The proposed standard product characteristics of these initiatives are not complete yet and are still subject
to regulatory approval. It should be noted that these initiatives focus on the TSO-TSO model11, and thus
focus on inter-TSO trading of balancing services, while within CoordiNet our focus is on coordination
between the TSO and DSO. These initiatives are however relevant for CoordiNet because they define
harmonized balancing products considering different aspects, which are relevant for products definition
beyond the ones related to balancing, but also for products for DSO services. The agreements made within
these initiatives are not literally replicated for our product definition but taken as a starting basis. They are
treated as minimum requirements (e.g. if the minimum quantity agreed on is 1MW for a certain product,
the minimum quantity within CoordiNet for that specific product would be smaller than or equal to 1MW).
If a staged approach is proposed (certain evolutions in time on product characteristics), we take the last
value (and thus the most ambitious one) proposed as the minimum requirement whenever possible.
Five balancing products will be defined in the next subsection, i.e an FFR product, a FCR product, an aFRR
product, a mFRR product and finally a RR product. For the two first products it is assumed that the FSP will
hold a volume of reserve capacity available, while for the other products this is optional.

11

TSO-TSO model means “a model for the exchange of balancing services where the balancing service provider
provides balancing services to its connecting TSO, which then provides these balancing services to the requesting
TSO” (European Commission, 2017)
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3.2.1.1 Fast Frequency Response (FFR)
Low inertia conditions reduce contingency timescales (Riesz et al., 2015). To tackle this potential future
scenario, system operators are evaluating options to influence the system response following a disturbance
within the timeframe of inertial response (Pierluigi Mancarella, 2017). Among the options being evaluated
is the (very) fast injection of energy, also known as Fast Frequency Response (FFR) 12.
FFR consist of a rapid injection of power or reduction of demand in a timeframe of a few seconds (before
governor-driven primary frequency response units can respond) following a contingency that helps arrest
the RoCoF (rate of change of frequency ) and correct supply-demand imbalances (Alan Finkel et al., 2017;
Pierluigi Mancarella, 2017). A summary of product attributes and values are shown in Table 3-3.
Table 3-3: Attributes of the FFR product

Attribute

Value

Preparation period

n/a13

Ramping period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs14

Full activation time

< 2 seconds16

Minimum quantity

1 MW or 0.1 MW 17

Maximum quantity

Defined based on system needs

Deactivation period

< 2 seconds

Granularity

0.01 MW

Minimum duration of delivery period

8 seconds

Maximum duration of delivery period

n/a18

Validity period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Mode of activation

Automatic

Availability price

Yes

Activation price

Possible

Divisibility

Divisible and indivisible bids are allowed

Location

LFC area

Recovery period

n/a (continuous activation within validity period)

Aggregation allowed

Yes

Symmetric / asymmetric product

No symmetry required

15

12

FFR is also named virtual (synthetic) inertia (Tielens, 2016).
The product needs to be available continuously within the validity period.
14
Wherever we mention “Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs “, this means these are the requirements
established by each TSO and/or DSO for procuring services within their control area.
15
The sum of the ramping period and preparation period cannot be greater than the full activation time.
16
However, incentives could be in place to promote faster responses. For instance, In Ireland service
providers receive incentives to provide a response in 150 milliseconds (EIRGRID, 2019b).
17
MW delivered within the requested period. Note that the energy impact is expected to be minor since the
product would be required for a short time span (up to a few minutes).
18
Maximum duration of the delivery period may vary in respect to the type of event being tackle (Alan
Finkel et al., 2017).
13
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3.2.1.2 Frequency Containment Reserves (FCR)
According to the system operation guideline “FCR means the active power reserves available to contain
system frequency after the occurrence of an imbalance” (European Commission, 2017b). FCR is a fast-acting
capacity which can increase/decrease power output in a very short time period. It is therefore important
for short-term balance of power production and consumption. Its goal is to stabilize the frequency within a
couple of seconds.
A summary of product attributes and values are shown in Table 3-4.
Table 3-4: Attributes of the FCR product

Attribute

Value

Preparation period

n/a19

Ramping period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs20

Full activation time

< 30 seconds

Minimum quantity

1 MW or 0.1 MW21

Maximum quantity

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Deactivation period

n/a22

Granularity

0.01 MW or 0.001 MW

Minimum duration of delivery period

30 seconds

Maximum duration of delivery period

Up to 15 minutes

Validity period

4 hours (ENTSO-E, 2018b)

Mode of activation

Automatic

Availability price

Yes23

Activation price

Possible

Divisibility

Divisible and indivisible bids are allowed

Location

LFC area

Recovery period

n/a (continuous activation within validity period)

Aggregation allowed

Yes

Symmetric / asymmetric product

No symmetry required

19

The product needs to be available continuously within the validity period.
The sum of the ramping period and preparation period cannot be greater than the full activation time.
21
The minimum guideline set within the FCR cooperation is 1 MW (ENTSO-E, 2018b). Within the CoordiNet
project lower min quantities will however also be considered where appropriate.
22
The product needs to be available continuously within the validity period.
23
There are countries (such as Spain) where currently this product is mandatory, so in this case there may
not be an availability price.
20
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3.2.1.3 Frequency Restoration Reserves (FRR)
According to the system operation guideline “FRR means the active power reserves available to restore
system frequency to the nominal frequency and, for a synchronous area consisting of more than one LFC
area, to restore power balance to the scheduled value” (European Commission, 2017b).
A distinction is made between Automatic Frequency Restoration Reserves (aFRR) and Manual Frequency
Restoration Reserves (mFRR). A summary of product attributes and values are shown in Table 3-5 and Table
3-6 respectively.
Table 3-5: Attributes of the aFRR product

Attribute

Value

Preparation period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Ramping period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs24

Full activation time

Current value: 15 minutes
Future value: max 5 minutes (ENTSO-E, 2018c)25

Minimum quantity

1 MW or 0.1 MW

Maximum quantity

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs26

Deactivation period

≤ full activation time (ENTSO-E, 2018c)

Granularity

0.01 MW or 0.001 MW

Minimum duration of delivery period

n/a27

Maximum duration of delivery period

15 minutes

Validity period

15 minutes28 (ENTSO-E, 2018c)

Mode of activation

Automatic (ENTSO-E, 2018c)

Availability price

Possible, dependent on the procurement process

Activation price

Yes

Divisibility

Divisible and indivisible bids are allowed

Location

LFC area

Recovery period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Aggregation allowed

Yes

Symmetric / asymmetric product

No symmetry required

24

The sum of the ramping period and preparation period cannot be greater than the full activation time.
A subcategory for FRR defined as Fast FRR (up and down), which can be provided within a time period of
1 min, is currently implemented by IPTO, the greek TSO. This type of reserve has been formulated in order
to commit at least one hydro unit.
26
A maximum quantity of 9,999 MW is set within (ENTSO-E, 2018b)
27
Each balancing energy product bid can be activated and deactivated at any moment within the validity
period (ENTSO-E, 2018c)
28
The first validity period of each day shall begin right after 00:00 CET. The validity periods shall be
consecutive and not overlapping.
25
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Table 3-6: Attributes of the mFRR product

29
30
31

Attribute

Value

Preparation period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Ramping period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs29

Full activation time

Current value: 15 minutes
Future value: 12.5 minutes (ENTSO-E, 2018d)

Minimum quantity

1 MW or 0.1 MW

Maximum quantity

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs30

Deactivation period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Granularity

0.01 MW or 0.001 MW

Minimum duration of delivery period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs31

Maximum duration of delivery period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Validity period

15 minutes (ENTSO-E, 2018d)

Mode of activation

Manual

Availability price

Possible, dependent on the procurement process

Activation price

Yes

Divisibility

Divisible and indivisible bids are allowed

Location

At least the smallest of LFC area or bidding zone (ENTSO-E,
2018d)

Recovery period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Aggregation allowed

Yes

Symmetric / asymmetric product

No symmetry required

The sum of the ramping period and preparation period cannot be greater than the full activation time.
A maximum quantity of 9,999 MW is set within (ENTSO-E, 2018d)
A min duration of 5 minutes is set within (ENTSO-E, 2018d)
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3.2.1.4 Replacement Reserves (RR)
According to the system operation guideline “RR means the active power reserves available to restore or
support the required level of FRR to be prepared for additional system imbalances, including generation
reserves” (European Commission, 2017b). RR are needed to restore system balances when FRR was not able
to do so (it is therefore only necessary in case of large imbalances). In addition, it allows FRR units to
prepare again for a potential next short-term imbalance intervention and to free up their resources.
A summary of product characteristics and values are shown in Table 3-7.
Table 3-7: Attributes of the RR product

Attribute

Value

Preparation period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Ramping period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Full activation time

30 minutes (ENTSO-E, 2018d)

Minimum quantity

1 MW or 0.1 MW

Maximum quantity

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Deactivation period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Granularity

0.01 MW or 0.001 MW

Minimum duration of delivery period

15 minutes (ENTSO-E, 2018d)

Maximum duration of delivery period

Current value: 4h

32

33

Future value: 60 minutes34 (ENTSO-E, 2018d)
Validity period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Mode of activation

Scheduled with manual activation

Availability price

Possible, dependent on the procurement process

Activation price

Yes

Divisibility

Divisible and indivisible bids are allowed

Location

At least the smallest of LFC area or bidding zone.

Recovery period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Aggregation allowed

Yes

Symmetric / asymmetric product

No symmetry required

32

The sum of the ramping period and preparation period cannot be greater than the full activation time.
In case of a divisible bid, no maximum is requested, while in case of an indivisible bid national rules shall
be implemented (ENTSO-E, 2018d)
34
The maximum delivery period depends on the number of daily gates. The RR-Platform will start with 24
daily gates (one optimization which will cover 60 min balancing duration) and maximum delivery period of
60 min. For example, in case of moving the RR-Platform to 48 gates, the maximum delivery period will be
30 min (for 96 daily gates, maximum delivery period will be 15min).
33
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3.2.2 Congestion Management
Network congestion occurs because the hosting capacity of a given grid is limited by the inherent
characteristics of physical assets (i.e. lines, cables, transformers). Congestion is a condition where one or
more constraints (thermal limits, voltage limits, stability limits) restrict the physical power flow through
the network. The service of congestion management refers to the process of mitigating grid congestion
issues by avoiding the crossover of network capacity.
There are different options to resolve congestions, i.e. constraints can be considered during system
prequalification, but also after the clearing of energy and AS markets or alternatively network constraints
can be incorporated in the market clearing or a (separate) market can be established to manage the
congestion. Within CoordiNet we want to test the latter. Within this respect separate markets for congestion
management can be considered for the DSO (and possibly the TSO), or the integration with existing markets
can be considered (day-ahead, intraday and/or balancing market).
Two products for congestion management have been defined to this end:

•

•

Congestion management reserved: This is a capacity-based product procured for congestion
management services at a certain availability price which is then activated when the service is
needed and called upon by the relevant system operator. This product is defined to cope with
structural constraints.
Congestion management non-reserved: This is an energy-based product procured for congestion
management services at an energy price (most likely to be procured closer to delivery given the
fact that it is energy based). This product copes with sporadic constraints.

A summary of product attributes for both products is respectively shown in Table 3-8 and Table 3-9. The
product definitions are kept quite generic for now. In a later stage of the project, when different options
for activation times and durations are tested in the demonstrators, more precise products can be proposed
based on the activation speed and duration.
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Table 3-8: Attributes of the congestion management reserved product

Attribute

Value

Preparation period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Ramping period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs35

Full activation time

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs36

Minimum quantity

0.1 MW (ETPA, 2019) or 1 MW

Maximum quantity

N.A.

Deactivation period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Granularity

0.1 or 0.01 MW

Minimum duration of delivery period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs37

Maximum duration of delivery period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Mode of activation

Manual

Availability price

Yes

Activation price

Possible, dependent on the procurement process

Divisibility

Divisible and indivisible bids are allowed

Location

Included in the bid 38

Recovery period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Aggregation allowed

Yes

Symmetric / asymmetric product

No symmetry required

35

The sum of the ramping period and preparation period cannot be greater than the full activation time.
A full activation time of 12.5 minutes could be considered in line with the mFRR product, so that the
possibility to trade both products on the same market can be considered.
37
Typical durations considered range from 15 min up to multiple hours.
38
At least the smallest granularity relevant from grid operation perspective.
36
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Table 3-9: Attributes of the congestion management non-reserved product

Attribute

Value

Preparation period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Ramping period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Full activation time

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Minimum quantity

0.1 MW (ETPA, 2019) or 1 MW

Maximum quantity

N.A.

Deactivation period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Granularity

0.1 or 0.01 MW

Minimum duration of delivery period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs37

Maximum duration of delivery period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Mode of activation

Manual

Availability price

No

Activation price

Yes

Divisibility

Divisible and indivisible bids are allowed

Location

Included in the bid 38

Recovery period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Aggregation allowed

Yes

Symmetric / asymmetric product

No symmetry required

35

36

3.2.3 Voltage Control
Voltage control is used to facilitate the transfer of active power in an economic, efficient and safe manner
across the power system. Voltage is a localized property of the power system and as such it is essential that
it does not exceed a certain level locally to maintain the health of grid assets. Voltage fluctuations,
however, are inevitable since they are influenced by changes in the network, e.g., active power injections
and offtakes, and topological changes. Due to its "local" property, voltage requirements vary across the
power system.
System operators control voltage by relying on grid-connected producers (supplemented by manual or
automatic control of grid assets such as transformers, capacitor banks, etc.). To keep voltage within
operational limits, system operators regulate the injection and absorption of reactive energy. Reactive
energy (MVAr) is required to transfer active power across the grid. However, the movement of reactive
energy consumes transmission resources limiting the ability to move active (real) power and results in power
losses (Kirby and Hirst, 1997). Therefore, sufficient generation capacity must be available and strategically
located to a) stabilize voltage - after an incident and, b) maintain it within safe operational conditions.
Due to the symmetry between real and reactive power, voltage control could be split into the same set of
products found in frequency control (Kirby and Hirst, 1997). Within CoordiNet, we will focus on products
that can compensate for reactive power fluctuations (both rapid and uncorrelated and, slower and
correlated) within a few seconds to several minutes and, products that compensate for equipment failures
(from a few seconds to a couple of hours). This in order to cover the dynamic requirements for reactive
power. Two reactive power products were therefore identified: Steady state reactive power and dynamic
reactive power (which could be fast and slow). In addition, an active power product will be considered to
resolve voltage issues in order to enable the participation of demand response mechanism in voltage
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control.. For all three products it is assumed that the FSP will be requested to be available to deliver the
product when needed.
3.2.3.1 Steady State Reactive Power
This product aims at providing means to control voltage under normal operation of the system. The product
keeps the voltage profile within the safe range. Its provision takes place by injecting or absorbing reactive
power according to a voltage set point (measured at the injection point) set by the system operator. Only
units that are able to be controlled for the provision of reactive power in function of grid voltage will be
able to participate.
A summary of product characteristics and values are shown in Table 3-10.
Table 3-10: Attributes of the Steady State Reactive Power product

Attribute

Value

Preparation period

N/A

Ramping period

N/A

Full activation time

Less than 0,1 second

Minimum quantity

0.1 MVAr (Elia, 2018)

Maximum quantity

Within technical limits of the installation (incl. all available
capacities capable of being coordinated at connection
point) (Elia, 2018)

Deactivation period

N/A (constant activation)

Minimum duration of delivery period

N/A (constant activation)

Maximum duration of delivery period

N/A (constant activation)

Validity period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Mode of activation

Automatic (reactive setpoint)

Availability price

Yes

Activation price

Possible, dependent on the procurement process
(€/MVArh)39

Divisibility

Not allowed

Location

POC (Point of connection) 40

Recovery period

N/A (constant activation)

Aggregation allowed

Yes (at connection point level)

Symmetric / asymmetric product

No symmetry required (injection or absorption of reactive
power can be provided separately) (Elia, 2018)

39

The price should in this case reflect, at the very least, incremental active energy losses due to the
provision) (Elia, 2018)
40
At connection point level (at transmission level and distribution level for the TSO and DSO, respectively)
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3.2.3.2 Dynamic Reactive Power
This product aims at providing means to control voltage under system disturbance. The dynamic reactive
power product consists of a punctual regulation of reactive power injection or absorption requested by the
system operator. Participation is open to all technologies capable of following the request within specified
time scales. In this regard, non-synchronous generators, static compensators and static VAR compensators
among others can participate provided they are controlled carefully to support voltage recovery.
A summary of characteristics and values for the product are shown in Table 3-11.
Table 3-11: Attributes of the Dynamic Reactive Power product

Attribute

Value

Preparation period

N/A

Ramping period

N/A

Full activation time

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs (typical values range
from less than 0,1 second to a few minutes)

Minimum quantity

0.1 MVAr (Elia, 2018)

Maximum quantity

Within technical limits of the installation (incl. all available
capacities capable of being coordinated at connection point)
(Elia, 2018)

Deactivation period

N/A

Minimum duration of delivery period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Maximum duration of delivery period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs41

Validity period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Mode of activation

Manual/automatic

Availability price

Yes

Activation price

Possible, dependent on the procurement process (€/MVArh) 42

Divisibility

Divisible and indivisible bids are allowed

Location

POC (Point of connection) 43

Recovery period

N/A

Aggregation allowed

Yes (at connection point level)

Symmetric / asymmetric product

No symmetry required (injection or absorption of reactive
power can be provided separately) (Elia, 2018)

41

For instance, in Belgium the average activation period of the centralized voltage control (manual
activation) is 10 hours (Elia, 2018)
42
The price should in this case reflect, at the very least, incremental active energy losses due to the
provision) (Elia, 2018)
43
At connection point level (at transmission level and distribution level for the TSO and DSO, respectively)
(Elia, 2018)
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3.2.3.3 Active power
In one of the CoordiNet demonstrator sites, the project will use a demand response implementation in order
to keep the voltage profile within acceptable limits. Therefore, in case of activation, active energy is
increased/decreased. Next to the reactive power products, an active power product for voltage control is
therefore considered. The attributes of this product are in line with the mFRR product and can be found in
the table below.
Table 3-12: Attributes of the Active Power product for voltage control

Attribute

Value

Preparation period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Ramping period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs44

Full activation time

12.5 minutes

Minimum quantity

0.1 MW

Maximum quantity

N.A.

Deactivation period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Minimum duration of delivery period

5 minutes

Maximum duration of delivery period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Validity period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Mode of activation

Automatic

Availability price

Yes

Activation price

Possible, dependant on the procurement process

Divisibility

Divisible and indivisible bids are allowed

Location

Included in the bid.

Recovery period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Aggregation allowed

Yes

Symmetric / asymmetric product

No symmetry required

44

In any case, the sum of the ramping period and preparation period cannot be greater than the full
activation time.
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3.2.4 Inertial response
Power system operators control the frequency to maintain the synchronous operation of synchronous
generators and power balance as is explained in the previous section. With less synchronous generation
supplying demand (e.g., as a result of market dynamics) the level of inertia available to the system
decreases. Adequate levels of system (physical) inertia allows operators to maintain a stable frequency 45.
The (physical) inertial response supplied by large rotating masses "buys" time for the system operator to
take action. In case of a disturbance or power imbalance, system operators with low (physical) inertia in
their system would have less time to react due to a higher rate of change of frequency (RoCoF) (F. Milano
et al., 2018).
Inertia is provided to the system by the rotating parts of synchronous machines. Electricity generation
technologies connected to the power system employing power electronic converters are electrically
decoupled from the grid and, thus, do not naturally contribute to system (physical) inertia.
Given the peculiar service to be provided by the product, specific technical requirements are applicable.
Furthermore, generic product characteristics, considered within the other products in this report are not
valid. Hence, a slimmed version of the product sheet is provided in Table 3-13.
Table 3-13: Attributes of the physical inertial response product

Attribute

Value

Minimum quantity

Relative to the kinetic energy embedded in rotating
masses of a synchronous unit (generators, some loads,
primarily motors)46 (Mancarella et al., 2017)

Minimum duration of delivery period

15 seconds (EIRGRID and SONI, 2017)

Maximum duration of delivery period

45 seconds (EIRGRID and SONI, 2017)

Mode of activation

Automatic (Inherent response/natural response)
(Mancarella et al., 2017)

Availability price

Yes in €/MW/h (where MW refers to nominal capacity)

45

In addition, virtual (synthetic) inertial response can also be considered which can be provided trough FFR
(see section 3.2.1.1).
46
This is relative to the nominal capacity of the unit.
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3.2.5 Black Start
A Black Start service is procured to ensure the system can always be restored effectively and economically.
Black start refers to the capability of a grid connected unit (traditionally generation units) to start up
without an external power supply, called upon as a means of restoring supplies following a major failure on
all or part of the network. For the execution of the restoration plan the control area is divided in different
zones, the so-called zonal approach. A spread of Black Start providers needs to be executed across the
system so multiple areas can be restored at the same time. Hence the service provided is linked to a certain
zone and locational information is needed.
Overall, there is no commonly agreed approach among European TSOs for procuring restoration services.
The nature of the product does in general lead to low competition, a focus on long-term contracts, and a
restoration approach reflecting the risk aversion of the TSOs with respect to the undertaken measures for
system restoration. Consequently, the specific design of the black start service and related products can be
country-specific. The current Black Start provider portfolio is mostly made up of coal stations, OCGT and
CCGT gas stations, diesel generators and hydro stations. With a market-based approach the intention is to
attract other providers and technologies to provide black start services. We assume here that capacity is
contracted long term ahead (e.g. year-ahead), while payment for activation is optional.
Given the peculiar service to be provided by the product, specific technical requirements are applicable.
Furthermore, generic product characteristics, considered within the other products in this report are not
valid. Hence, a slimmed version of the product sheet is provided in Table 3-14.
Table 3-14: Attributes of the black start product

Attribute

Value

Preparation period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Ramping period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs47

Full activation time

2-4-6h

Minimum quantity

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Maximum quantity

n/a

Deactivation period

n/a

Minimum duration of delivery period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Maximum duration of delivery period

Defined in terms and conditions for FSPs

Mode of activation

Automatic

Availability price

Yes

Activation price

Possible, dependent on the procurement process

Divisibility

Not allowed

Location

Locational information included in the bid to
define black start control zones

47

In any case, the sum of the ramping period and preparation period cannot be greater than the full
activation time.
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3.2.6 Controlled Islanding
Controlled islanding is often considered as the final stage of power system defence plans. The difference
between controlled islanding and traditional remedial action schemes is that it does not monitor the state
of specific transmission lines and generating facilities, but looks at the system topology and the loads and
generation in areas of the power system. Based on optimization procedures which take into account the
known topology and the actual state of the grids, the size of the island and the isolation points are selected.
The basis for islanding is not standard but rather depends upon the nature of the grid under consideration.
In some cases, this concept can be implemented at the transmission system level, while in other it can be
done locally at the substation level, even all the way down to a distribution feeder.
In case of detection of events that may lead to a disturbance, signals are send for the formation of the preselected islands in order to: 1) create a balance between the load and generation before the isolation from
the system and 2) isolate the island from the system.
At this stage, we won’t define specific products for this service, as during the operation of the island, the
services needed could be the same as the ones explained within the document. At least, balancing and
voltage control would be needed. Similar to the black start service, we assume that capacity would be
procured long term ahead.
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4

Coordination schemes

In this chapter, we will take a further look at coordination schemes and how they should evolve in line with
increasing levels of DER and future flexibility needs of both the DSO and TSO. To ensure system operation
is future proof with regard to higher (locational) flexibility needs for both the TSO and DSO, market design
should allow for better coordination between system operators. Discussions on how such coordination should
take place have led to different propositions of coordination schemes. A coordination scheme is defined as
“the relation between TSO and DSO, defining the roles and responsibilities of each system operator, when
procuring and using system services provided by the distribution grid” (Gerard et al., 2018, p. 41). Following
this definition, it becomes clear that a coordination scheme is highlighting two important ingredients for
increased coordination: (i) the assignment of responsibilities to and the interaction between system
operators, (ii) the focus on specific market phases (for instance procurement, pre-qualification) and how
this market phase should be organized through proper market design.
(i) Roles and interaction – The focus on roles and responsibilities is emphasized in a CEER position paper
(CEER, 2016) that explicitly states that effective coordination of TSO/DSO activities is only possible if there
is clarity on their respective roles and responsibilities. Increased coordination should not create confusion
regarding DSO and TSO activities. As a result, each coordination scheme should clearly define the roles of
the different stakeholders (system operators and other market players) (see for instance the KORRR (Key
Organisational Requirements, Roles and Responsibilities (ENTSO-E, 2018g)). As defined by (Rivero et al.,
2014a) a role is “an external intended behaviour of a business party which cannot be shared, aiming at
satisfying a specific transaction or service.” In the past, roles and responsibilities were clearly distinguished
between TSOs and DSOs as they are separated between the different networks. However, as the energy
system is currently undergoing a paradigm shift, i.e. from fossil fuels to variable renewables, from central
to decentral energy generation, with an increasing integration of flexibility (although still limited due to
regulatory barriers), market stakeholders are of perforce required to alter their activities accordingly. As a
result, interactions between system operators are increasing. For instance, when DERs are activated,
decisions of one system operator, are most likely influencing the other system operator (Carlos Batlle and
Michael Rivier, 2012). When revising the allocation of roles and responsibilities, it is thus important to take
into account the higher need for coordination between the two system operators in order to manage these
interactions for the benefice of the system.
(ii) Market design for procurement – For most roles, the assignment of responsibility to one or both system
operators is quite clear (e.g. each system operator is responsible for metering, settlement… within its
perspective grid), implying that coordination is more straightforward. However, as explained by (Gerard et
al., 2016), roles linked to procurement and activation of DER can differ significantly between different
coordination schemes. For this reason, coordination schemes are mostly focussing on the coordination of
procurement and activation of flexibility sources. However, as recognized by Smartnet (Gerard et al., 2016),
in certain occasions, other market phases (such as pre-qualification, activation and settlement) could also
require specific coordination. We will therefore also consider these phases in this chapter. Once it is clear
what the responsibilities of the different system operators are, it is also clear where interaction between
both entities is required. The market to procure the system services will therefore have to be designed in
such a way that this interaction can take place in a cost-efficient and effective manner. Market design
should therefore be evaluated against certain criteria such as market liquidity, free-riding…
In what follows, we take a further look at coordination schemes. Our starting point for the following analysis
are the coordination schemes proposed by (Gerard et al., 2016) within the SmartNet project. This is the
first reference which is explicitly proposing fully worked out coordination schemes. We present these
coordination schemes in section 4.1. In section 4.2 we assess the coordination schemes of (Gerard et al.,
2016). This assessment is done on the one hand by looking at newly and other proposed coordination schemes
from literature, and on the other hand by looking at the current discussions on roles and market design.
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This assessment shows that while the SmartNet Coordination schemes form a solid basis for Coordination
schemes, extensions to the schemes are possible. In addition, different authors and projects use different
nomenclature for the same or similar coordination schemes. As such, we propose in section 0 a mapping of
the different coordination schemes (that is the Smartnet schemes and possible extensions to the schemes)
with a common nomenclature. As such, the different demonstrators of the Coordinet project can categorize
directly the coordination scheme that they use.
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4.1

Current state of the art of coordination schemes

Previously, the SmartNet project identified five coordination schemes (CSs) that could enhance interaction
between system operators (Gerard et al., 2018). Below, these CSs are discussed in sequence of the
increasing role of the DSO in the procurement of ancillary services (ASs). From the first to the last CS
discussed in horizontal reading direction, there is a gradual expansion of the DSO role. Figure 4-1 gives an
overview of the CSs.

Figure 4-1: Smartnet coordination schemes(Gerard et al., 2018)

Centralized AS market model – For both resources connected at transmission and at distribution level,
there is one centralized, common market for AS (e.g. frequency control, congestion management, and
voltage control). Regardless of whether the resources are connected at transmission or at distribution level,
the centralized market is in this CS operated by the TSO. The market operator determines the technical
needs to operate the system in real-time and communicates the required amount to the market. The TSO
contracts flexibility from DER directly from the DSO grid. This implies, however, that the market operator
does not actively account for DSO grid constraints (such as capacity limits). Optionally, the TSO could install
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a separate process of system prequalification to ensure that the activation of DER from the distribution grid
is respecting DSO grid constraints. Nevertheless, apart from this plausible involvement, the role of the DSO
is limited in this CS as the DSO is not involved in the procurement and activation process of AS by the TSO.
In addition, the DSO is not procuring local flexibilities to solve local grid issues in real-time or near to realtime.
This unidirectional market operation makes the functioning of this market quite straightforward and the
market products are clear to all market participants. As this market is closely related to the current market
functioning of most markets, little additional communication infrastructure is needed. However, all this
comes at the expense of having almost no DSO involvement in this scheme which implies that distribution
grid constraints are often not taken into account. As a result, this coordination scheme would be the most
optimal one when the likeliness of constraints at distribution level is low (Gómez et al., 2019).
Local AS market model – As shown in Figure 4-1, in this CS, a separate local market for system services is
implemented for flexibility resources at the distribution grid. As such, sellers of flexibility send aggregated
bids of flexibility respectively to the local or the AS market, depending on whether they are connected to
the distribution or the transmission grid. The local market is operated by the DSO and is cleared before the
centralised AS market operated by the TSO. When the market is cleared, the DSO local constraints are
respected and the selected bids are reserved for the DSO’s own local use. Bids that are not selected and
not procured at the local market, can participate in the AS market where the resources connected to the
transmission grid participate. The role of the TSO is limited to the operation of its own AS market.
As a result, this scheme compared to the first CS clearly shifts priority to use local flexibility resources to
the distribution grid. The local market that is created might even create better conditions for smaller scaled
DER (e.g., lower entry barriers). However, all this depends on the number and the size of the distribution
grids as each distribution grid will have their separate local market. In the case of many small local markets,
there is a risk of high market fragmentation which could limit liquidity. Such situation would complicate the
optimization of bidding strategies and aggregation, as flexibility resources would be spread out over
different separate local markets belonging to different DSO-areas 48 . Finally, communication and ICT
infrastructure would become more extensive as a consequence of having multiple local markets.
Shared balancing responsibility model – Like the Local AS market model, this third CS also has a centralized
market (for resources connected to the transmission grid and operated by the TSO) and a local market (for
resources connected to the distribution grid and operated by the DSO). However, unlike the Local AS market
model, the Shared balancing responsibility model does not allow resources from the distribution grid to be
offered to the transmission grid and therefore the TSO has no direct access to the resources connected at
the distribution grid. Instead, the DSO is responsible for balancing his own distribution grid according to a
pre-defined schedule49 between the TSO and the DSO. This implies that the DSO now has to procure local
flexibility resources to solve local balancing as well. The market clearing of both markets occurs
simultaneously.

48

It is therefore important to organize these local markets at the correct level, potentially combining
different DSO areas. This could however increase the need for coordination between the affected DSOs.
49
The schedule determines the flow of energy between interconnection points of the distribution and the
transmission grid. The schedule is the first procurement step in the Shared balancing responsibility model
and it is determined through a mutual agreement between the system operators (SOs).
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It should be noted that the pre-defined schedule can be specified in two different ways. It can be determined
at the level of the entire DSO-area, implying that the nominations or flows through each individual TSO-DSO
point do not need to be known (only the net exchange is important). Or it can be determined very
individualistic for each TSO-DSO interconnection point. For the first method, few interactions between the
TSO and the DSO are needed, but this entails a cost of being unable to account for real-time or near-to-real
time constraint at the interconnection points. The latter scheme can account for this, but it requires very
detailed data and calculation at each TSO-DSO interconnection point and data on congestion constraints in
both grids. Therefore, the latter method is harder to implement, and it requires close cooperation between
SOs which might be challenging within a short time-frame.
Like the Local AS market model, this CS also runs liquidity risks in case of multiple small distribution grids
(higher procurement costs, less possibilities for aggregation into one common bid…). In such case the model
may lead to a situation where the DSO could experience difficulties with regard to contracting sufficient
flexibility. As balance responsible for the distribution grid, this might force the DSO to take unwanted
measures such as curtailment or load shedding. With the additional responsibility attributed to the DSO in
this scheme, comes also the need to set up a system (separate from the TSO-system) for determining and
billing imbalance penalties for BRPs. This leads to additional costs. Moreover, the establishment of an
additional constraint in the market clearing optimisation process, by fixing the exchange profile at the TSODSO interconnection, very often results in a less efficient solution than other coordination schemes (Gómez
et al., 2019).
Common TSO-DSO AS market model – In the Shared Balancing Responsibility scheme, the TSO is not granted
access to flexible resources connected to the distribution grid. In contrast, the Common TSO-DSO AS market
model is proposing a common market for flexible resources connected to both grids. The operation of this
market is done by both system operators, with the goal to optimize the outcome of the system as a whole.
As such, the TSO has access to AS services from both grids, while the DSO can still use flexible resources
from the distribution grid. There is no upfront priority for the TSO, nor the DSO. In practice, the
implementation of this market model could consist of one single platform), or multiple smaller platforms
(separate local DSO markets for local grid constraints) that are connected with each other (decentralized
variant).
The main advantage of this CS is that grid costs are optimized. For the centralized variant, the main benefits
are that the operational costs of the market operation are shared between the system operators,
standardized products remain possible and the processes can be kept simple. However, all this implies that
data sharing between system operators needs to take place. In the decentralized variant of this CS, the DSO
will face higher operational costs and there will be more fragmentation (potentially leading to less optimal
aggregation). This fragmentation is also leading to higher communication requirements. Therefore, when
constraints at distribution level are frequent, the centralised variant of this coordination scheme is usually
the most efficient solution (Gómez et al., 2019).
Integrated flexibility market model – This CS allows both regulated (SOs) and deregulated (commercial
market parties) parties to procure flexibility in a common market. This common market can be seen as an
extension of the Common TSO-DSO market model. As such, in this CS, all market players that need or want
to offer flexible resources, have the possibility to do so by communicating their needs or bids to the market
operator. This market operator should be an independent market operator to ensure market neutrality and
to make sure that a level playing field is created for all players. If the market functions properly, this implies
that resources are allocated to the party with the highest willingness to pay. This might result in SOs who
do not necessarily receive what they asked for and therefore would buy additional capacity upfront.
This CS is more futuristic. However, the integrated market place provides more opportunities as the market
is more liquid. For instance, BRPs could balance their portfolios more easily, SOs could resell unneeded
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procured resources or they could get access to unneeded contracted resources from other market players
in case of wrong estimations. The integrated market also implies that costs are shared over a larger number
of market participants. However, in this CS as well, data sharing (and therefore clear rules for data security
and privacy) is important. In addition, it becomes more complex for the TSO to determine how much AS
needs to be procured as other parties can also buy flexibility in almost real-time to balance their positions.
4.2

Assessment of the proposed coordination schemes

In this section, we evaluate the coordination schemes presented in the previous section. This is done based
upon a literature review in which we focussed on two parts: (1) a review of papers and reports that explicitly
develop new coordination schemes, (2) a review of papers, reports and designs of regulation that discuss
how such coordination schemes should be shaped without necessarily proposing new ones.
A summary of the findings from (1) the review on other proposed coordination schemes, can be found in
Table 4-1. Although not aiming to be extensive, this table summarizes some of the already existing
alternative coordination schemes. The goal of this table was therefore not to review papers similar to those
of (Gerard et al., 2016). Coordination schemes which do not show significant differences and thus are similar
to50 the SmartNet schemes are therefore not discussed. Instead, the table focusses on coordination schemes
that are different from the SmartNet schemes. It indicates to which SmartNet scheme (see section 4.1) the
coordination scheme discussed resembles, and then details how it differs from the indicated scheme
(“Differences from Smartnet Scheme”). The final column explains which dimension of the coordination
schemes is highlighted by the alternative coordination scheme.

50

Examples of papers that discuss coordination schemes highly resembling the Smarnet schemes are for
instance for the Common TSO-DSO market model the ‘vertical market coupling’ market model (Neuhoff and
Richstein, 2017), the second coordination enhancement (CAISO et al., 2017), the hierarchical coordination
mechanism for coordinating the economic dispatch of TSO and DSO (Yuan and Hesamzadeh, 2017) or the
joint market of (Roos, 2017), for the local market model the non-strategic DSO leader model (Tohidi et al.,
2018). Papers discussing similar models as the shared balancing responsibility model are for instance
(Corchero et al., 2018), (CAISO et al., 2017) and (Burger et al., 2018) (Enhanced DSO model).
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Table 4-1: Overview of alternative coordination schemes
Reference

Alternative coordination scheme

Corresponding Smartnet Scheme

Differences from Smartnet Scheme

Relevant dimensions
for Coordinet

(Kristov et al.,
2016)

Total TSO model

Central market model

- TSO has full observability of all grids and performs a whole-system
optimization at both grids

Minimized or minimal DSO model

Central market model

- DSO is responsible for the physical coordination of the TSO
dispatch of DER according to the distribution grid state51

Market DSO model C1 (and C2) or Total
DSO model

Central market model with
elements of local market model
(and the shared balancing market
model)

(Neuhoff and
Richstein, 2017)

Full integration market model

Central market model

- DER are aggregated to a minimum size to participate in the TSO
economic dispatch or wholesale market
- DSO provides coordination among DER aggregators within local
distribution area; or DSO is a (technical) aggregator52
- DSO autonomously operates its network and distributed RES below
the T-D interface
- TSO takes physical distribution grid constraints into account in the
procurement process
- Central market could also be operated by a new market operator

- Roles and tools
grid constraints
- Required data
exchange
- Roles and tools
grid constraints
- Required data
exchange
- Market phase
coordination
- Roles and tools
grid constraints
- Required data
exchange

(Kim et al.,
2018)

System Balancing Cost Allocation based
on the Cost-Causality Principle

Shared Balancing Responsibility
Model

- The paper proposes an alternative for the pre-defined schedule. It
focusses on a cost-causality principle for the DSO in which the user
pays a use of system charge depending on his side-effects on
system balancing.

(Burger et al.,
2018)

Enhanced Bulk Balancing Authority (BA)
Model variant A

Centralized market model

- The DSO provides the system BA53(system balancing authority)
with complete information regarding the status of the distribution
grid.
- The BA accounts for all distribution system conditions

(Martini et al.,
2015)

51

- Roles and tools
grid constraints
- Roles market
operation
- Required data
exchange
- Cost allocation /
incentives
- Roles and tools
grid constraints
- Required data
exchange

Meaning that the DSO would dispatch resources on behalf of the TSO.
Broadly, a technical aggregator could be defined as the entity that logically connects and manages flexibility providing units (e.g. reserve). This entity
provides an aggregated response that maximizes technical capabilities of flexibility units. The aggregated response is based on bids and offers made to the
competitive mechanism (for instance, a secondary reserves market).
53
Note that the TSO adopts the BA role.
52
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Reference

Alternative coordination scheme

Corresponding Smartnet Scheme

Differences from Smartnet Scheme

Relevant dimensions
for Coordinet

- The BA dispatches all resources

Enhanced Bulk BA Model variant B

Centralized market model

- Same as variant A, but BA dispatches orders to the DSO who
executes them

Hybrid model

Common TSO-DSO market model decentralized variant

- BA and DSO share balancing responsibility
- The actor with the highest marginal value will execute, and the
other will settle for a sub-optimal and feasible order.

Separated TSO and DSO congestion
management

Local Market Model

- DSO Congestion Management is separated from TSO congestion
management and balancing

Combined TSO and DSO congestion
management, with separated balancing

Common TSO-DSO market model decentralized variant

- Congestion management market for TSO and DSO needs
- Streamlining the needs regarding market process and rules

Combined balancing and congestion
management for all system operators
together

Common TSO-DSO market centralized variant

- This alternative CS encompasses the common market model, but it
goes into more detail on locational information, emphasizing the
combination of bids and actions on balancing and congestion
management in a market-based process

(ENTSO-E,
2017a)

Single Flexibility Market Place

Common TSO-DSO market centralized variant

- Fragmented
markets for
different services
- Bid information

(Vicente-Pastor
et al., 2019)

Sequential
Mechanism,
Mechanism

Integrated Flexibility Market
Model

- Bids can be distinct for balancing and congestion management, but
could also be the same
- Locational information is included for congestion management in
relevant areas
- Activation can be performed directly from the SOs or from the
flexibility marketplace, depending on the adopted implementation
decisions
- No fundamental change from the core assumptions of SmartNet
model, but focus on alternative sequences / options in which
flexibility could be procured.

(Ecofys and
Fraunhofer
IWES, 2017)

Regional Reserve MarketPlus
(‘RegelenergiemarktPlus’)

Centralized market model

- Products are expanded with a geographical component
- DSO has access to the platform for own congestion management if
he provides information to the TSO.

Cascade model (‘Kaskadenmodell’)

Local Market Model

- The remaining resources of the local market for congestion
management are not offered to the TSO
- Platform can also be operated by independent third party

- Fragmented
markets for
different services
- Bid information
- Fragmented
markets for
different services
- Bid information
- Roles market
operation

(Brazier et al.,
2019)
(CEDEC et al.,
2018)

Design,
TSO-DSO
and
TSO-DSO-Retailer
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- Market phase
coordination
- Roles and tools
grid constraints
- Required data
exchange
- Resource priority

- Fragmented
markets for
different services
- Bid information
- Fragmented
markets for
different services
- Bid information
- Fragmented
markets for
different services
- Bid information

- Market clearing
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Reference

Alternative coordination scheme

Corresponding Smartnet Scheme

Differences from Smartnet Scheme

Relevant dimensions
for Coordinet

Regional IntradayPlus market

Integrated flexibility market
model

- Regional or local characteristics will be included in products on
the regular Intraday-market (wholesale)
- There is an integration of products (energy for BRPs and energy for
congestion management)

- Fragmented
markets for
different services
- Bid information

New flexibility platform (‘neue
Flexibilitaätsplattform’)

Common Market Model

- Flexibility platform exclusively for network congestion
management (one product for both TSO/DSO)
- Operated by an independent platform operator

- Fragmented
markets for
different services
- Bid information
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The result of the previous table is an overview of possible extensions to or different highlights of the existing
SmartNet coordination schemes. Specifically, the differences from the SmartNet schemes, highlighted by
the table, are related to three topics.
First of all, some discussions in Table 4-1 are related to the roles of the different market players or the
introduction of new market players in different contexts. Multiple alternative coordination schemes are
discussing the roles of market players in integrating grid constraints. Unlike Smartnet, which is in most
coordination schemes focusing on an increased responsibility for the DSO, the table highlights multiple
alternative coordination schemes which continue to focus on the central market model. In most cases, the
alternative scheme puts emphasis on the fact that the centralized model could be extended by providing
the DSO with some responsibilities. For instance, (Kristov et al., 2016) and (Martini et al., 2015) provide the
DSO with the opportunity to dispatch TSO contracted resources according to grid state (thus, implicitly
considering grid constraints) and TSO needs. However, the way grid constraints are accounted for, highly
depends on the responsibilities and roles assigned to the different market players. Furthermore, some
alternative coordination schemes are also suggesting new or other market operators for specific coordination
schemes. In this sense, (Ecofys and Fraunhofer IWES, 2017) suggest in the ‘Kaskadenmodell’ that the local
market could be operated by an independent market operator and also (Neuhoff and Richstein, 2017) suggest
a new market operator to operate the central market in their ‘full integration market model’. As indicated
by the SmartNet project, the discussion on roles is indispensable for the discussion on coordination. As such,
in section 4.2.1, we discuss roles in more detail, indicating advances or new emphasizes in the discussion.
Secondly, the table is pointing out different aspects linked to market design. Four of the alternative
coordination schemes are opening the discussion on the procurement of different services (congestion and
balancing) in one or more multiple fragmented markets (Brazier et al., 2019; CEDEC et al., 2018; Ecofys
and Fraunhofer IWES, 2017; ENTSO-E, 2017a). Should DSO congestion management procurement (and
activation) be separated from the one used by the TSO to acquire (and activate) resources for congestion
management and balancing? In line with this discussion, a significant amount of alternative coordination
schemes is highlighting the importance of bid information with regard to local characteristics. This is
because only if information on the location of a certain resource is included in the bid, both central and
local services (and their respective products) can be cleared together. With regard to clearing, (VicentePastor et al., 2019) describes different types of alternative sequences in which flexibility could be procured.
Alternatively, (Burger et al., 2018) takes the discussion a step further on how this flexibility could be
allocated. They go further than what has been discussed in SmartNet as they are discussing in more detail
who has priority for a specific resource by stating that the actor with the highest marginal value has priority.
Furthermore, as indicated by Smartnet, coordination can take place across different market phases
(prequalification, procurement, activation and settlement) (Burger et al., 2018; Kristov et al., 2016).
SmartNet, however, mostly focussed on procurement (Leclerq et al., 2019), while some alternative
coordination schemes are focussing on other market phases. As such, section 4.2.2 discusses findings from
literature with regard to market design. Specifically, the report focusses on market fragmentation and the
required bid information (local product characteristics), market clearing, resource priority assessment and
coordination during different market phases. Part of these topics are highlighted in more detail in the
sections that follow, and are considered as coordination scheme categorizing factors in section 0.
Thirdly, the alternative coordination schemes are highlighting some practical issues with regard to data
management and costs. Regarding data management, it should be noted that some coordination schemes
(for instance schemes that require full observability for the TSO) might not be feasible with regard to the
exchange of information needed for the central view. In addition, depending on the phase in which
coordination takes place, different mechanisms might need to be set up to ensure the required data
exchange for coordination takes place. For instance, coordination schemes that delegate specific facilitating
services to the DSO could rely on a sort of traffic light system for data exchange and coordination (Kristov
and Martini, 2014). Furthermore, within coordination schemes, it is also important to consider the costs of
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coordination and the (financial) incentives that the DSO receives to balance its own grid. In the current
power system, energy market participants receive an allocated cost of system balancing in proportion to
their contracted amount of energy. Therefore, the DSO does not receive financial incentives. The costcausality principle introduced by (Kim et al., 2018) would motivate the DSO to reduce and manage its
imbalances from units in its own jurisdiction. Section 4.2.3 therefore elaborates on data and costs issues.
Finally, on top of the three key discussion topics highlighted by the table, the literature review also
highlighted two topics not yet elaborated within SmartNet: distributed markets and local markets on their
own. With regard to local markets, there are numerous papers that are not focussing on the TSO-DSO relation
at all when discussing local markets (see for instance (Buchmann et al., 2013; Ilic et al., 2013; Ilieva et al.,
2016; Ross et al., 2019; Xiao et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2016)). They are merely focussing on the internal
working of the local market. Such cases are interesting for Coordinet as the project contains some case
studies (e.g. controlled islanding) in which only a local market is examined. As such, it is important to take
up this topic further during the project. Distributed (including peer-to-peer) markets will be discussed
further in the rest of the literature review.
In what follows, the report groups the findings of (1) the alternative coordination schemes, with the findings
of (2) a review of papers and reports that do not explicitly propose new coordination schemes. The sections
on roles, market design and data management will discuss the identified add-ons to the SmartNet schemes
in more detail and will indicate how they are dealt with in the Coordinet common nomenclature or during
the next phases of the project.

4.2.1

Roles

Roles serve to delimit responsibilities and interactions of actors adopting them in an environment under
constant evolution (Rivero et al., 2014b). One can think about roles as having their own properties and
behavior (Steimann, 2000). Additionally, roles depend on relationships (interactions and collaboration
patterns) among entities playing them.
A role model serves to characterize collaboration patterns. By identifying and describing recurring
interaction patterns of entities in terms of roles we are able to describe the functionality an entity assumes
when “playing” a certain role (Rivero et al., 2015). A market party may adopt several roles at any given
moment, e.g., across phases relevant for the acquisition and utilization of system services (pre‐
qualification, procurement, activation or settlement). Also, a role does not need to be always adopted by
the same party. It is worth noting that role theory and role modeling is relatively new to power systems
(Gerard et al., 2017). Currently, role models have been proposed for activities at transmission (ENTSO‐E,
2017b) and distribution (Rivero et al., 2018) levels, and to frame the collaboration between TSO and DSO
(Gerard et al., 2016). In what follows, we will refer to these models rather than defining a new one, which
is out of the scope of this work.
To use roles correctly we must differentiate between the roles that could appear in a market place and the
actors that can adopt them (ENTSO‐E, 2017b). Table

4‐2 provide a non‐exhaustive list of roles that actors
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(e.g., TSO, DSO, commercial parties) could adopt in market places for trading grid services.54
Table 4-2: Non-exhaustive list of roles in power system market places

Roles
System operator
Flexibility service provider
Balancing provider
Flexibility dispatcher
Imbalance settlement responsible
Grid access supplier

Market operator
Data manager
System balance responsible
Reserve allocator
Grid capacity allocator
Neutral market facilitator

Resource aggregator
Trader
Metered data responsible
Flexibility feasibility checker
Balance responsible party
Contributor system security

As highlighted in the definition of coordination schemes, the discussion on how coordination between
electricity market players should take place is highly influenced by the responsibilities or roles that the
different stakeholders receive. The energy actors affected the most, from the perspective of the TSO-DSO
coordination, are the TSOs, the DSOs, the stakeholders who operate the market and the commercial parties
(e.g. Flexibility Service Providers (FSP) (including the (independent) aggregator) and BRPs). Their
(anticipated) activities are listed in the following sections.
The adoption of a certain role is highly influenced by the anticipated activities of an actor. In the following
we present some of the activities for TSOs, DSOs and commercial players. Thereafter, we discuss role
adoption based on expected responsibilities of actors.

4.2.1.1 TSO
The TSO is the responsible entity to efficiently manage energy flows in their part of the grid, by extension
through cross-border interconnections, to obtain a balance between supply and demand while safeguarding
grid capacity to avoid congestion. In the past, central power generation used to be more predictable. Hence,
a deterministic method of calculating energy flows sufficed. However, as the share of variable renewable
energy sources in the generation mix increases and higher volumes of energy flows through interconnections
are registered, more sophisticated capacity calculation and allocation methods become inevitable (Reseau
de Transport d’Electricite - RTE, 2015).
Transporting and delivering energy in a safe and reliable manner, while balancing energy flows and taking
grid constraints into consideration, is becoming more and more complex. In this context, there is the general
consensus that TSOs, should expand their procurement activities for flexibility, conveying a strategy of
technology and voltage level neutrality (CEDEC et al., 2018; ENTSO-E, 2015a; SEDC, 2016). ENTSO-E and the
EC in this regard stress that European TSOs (ideally together with the relevant DSOs) are required to
establish the appropriate market frameworks to facilitate the participation of all resources (i.e. generation,
storage and demand) connected to both the transmission and distribution grid (ENTSO-E, 2015a; European
Commission, 2019a). As such, discriminatory requirements (e.g. minimum volume) that hamper participation
(WindEurope, 2017) and barriers to aggregation (ENTSO-E, 2015a) should be removed.

54

Source: (Rivero et al., 2018), (ENTSO‐E, 2017b), (Gerard et al., 2016).
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There are quite some disagreements on how this increased participation of resources connected to the
distribution grid should take place. In this context certain sources aim to provide more power to the TSO by
giving him full observability of all grids so that he can perform a whole-system optimization, including the
distribution grid (Burger et al., 2018; Kristov et al., 2016; Martini et al., 2015; Neuhoff and Richstein, 2017).
A vision which is contested by other stakeholders (see section 4.2.1.2 on the role of the DSO).
Furthermore, there are many opinions which argue that the activity of balancing energy flows should be the
sole responsibility of the TSO (European Commission, 2019b; Gómez et al., 2019; WindEurope, 2017), looking
at both the national and cross-border level (WindEurope, 2017). The argument is, like discussed previously,
that performing balancing activities at a local level (i.e. distribution grid level) risks creating too small and
fragmented flexibility markets, leading to inefficiencies and an illiquidity. However, considering the market
survey on the future DSO activities, executed by Vlerick, a large majority of the energy market participants
foresee balancing at the local level, performed by the DSO (Tackx and Meeus, 2015). Hence, this would
necessitate a large reformation of the TSO balancing role, leading to coordination schemes beyond the ones
applicable to the current market models.
In order to ensure sufficient competition and market liquidity by easy access of new players, flexibility
services, required by the TSO should be contracted following a market-based mechanism (Eurelectric, 2017;
WindEurope, 2017). Currently the TSO combines the roles of system operator and market operator of these
markets. Though, the added complexity of managing an increasing share of large-scale renewable generation
and more flexibility valorisation trajectories, will demand an extensive re-examination of the necessary
evolutions of the relevant roles and potential conflicts in combining the role of system and market operation.

4.2.1.2 DSO
DSOs perform a pivotal role in the energy system as the responsible party for a safe and reliable operation
of the distribution grid. As the context surrounding the DSO is changing, changes are imposed to evolve to
a future DSO model with the accompanying responsibilities, which entails that the DSO remains responsible
for the reliable and resilient operation of the distribution grid while enabling the energy transition and
moving towards a more active distribution system management (Colle et al., 2019). This statement is
supported by the EU DSO outlook, landscape 2020 containing the results of an EU-wide survey across energy
market executives where the vast majority share the opinion that DSOs will become more service-focused
than asset-oriented (Tackx and Meeus, 2015).
In this perspective the DSO’s relationship with the gird user needs to transcend from the current connect
and reinforce strategy and move to a more active distribution system operation. The extent to which this
transition is executed is not uniform across the different existing DSOs and opinions on how far the
evolutionary process in activities and responsibilities of DSOs should reach differ (Gerard et al., 2017). Due
to local circumstances, market maturities and dynamics and regulatory conditions there is no one-size-fits
all DSO model (Colle et al., 2019). Figure 4-2 shows the different levels to which the DSO role can be
extrapolated.
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Asset oriented
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•
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Data manager
Neutral Market Facilitator (supporting DER)
Market Officer (contracting flexibility)
Market Operator
Local Balancing responsibility

Service oriented
DSO
Figure 4-2: Transformative DSO process

As described by (Rivero et al., 2018), new responsibilities of DSOs include upholding and coordinating system
security, deploying new equipment (e.g. smart meters) and introducing flexibility agreements to flexible
system users. Other include: data management, implementing an energy information system,
implementation of a data hub, roll out of modern and intelligent measurement equipment. These are all
components of the data manager 55 role. In the operation of their activities, DSOs are in need of a
decentralized data hub to exchange, interpret and aggregate data and information (Eurelectric, 2016a). In
general, market participants expect that the DSO role will include, managing a data hub to facilitate market
access (Tackx and Meeus, 2015). The current lack of data and analytical capabilities to analyse and interpret
data and control the system configuration, together with inadequate IT or OT systems, are seen as the key
barriers DSOs need to overcome (Colle et al., 2019).
Furthermore, the DSO will be required to continuously ensure network neutrality throughout the
implementation process of an active system management vision. All stakeholders seem to support the DSO
task as neutral market facilitator56 (CEER/ACER, 2017; EDSO, 2015; Eurelectric, 2016b). Especially within
the context of the energy transition, leading to new products and services, and the issued Clean Energy For
All Europeans Package (European Commission, 2019b), foreseeing a customer centric energy system, DSOs
are in the position to act as network energy market facilitator. Different objectives drive the task of active
coordination between all market participants, facilitating products and services in a neutral and nondiscriminatory manner (Synergrid, 2015):
-

Non-discrimatory access for all resources (all technologies and all grid levels) to flexibility markets
Safeguarding operational security and quality of supply
Managing the respective grid in the most efficient way from a sociatal point of view

55

The data manager will provide measurement data and other data to the (future) mandated market parties
such as the flexibility service provider while ensuring data privacy and security. In addition, he is in the
position to facilitate the valorization of the flexibility which entails a transfer of energy.
56
The role of neutral market facilitator can be enacted by improving consumer awareness via targeted
communication. Furthermore, customers should pay fair and cost-reflective network tariffs, without (direct
and indirect) boundaries to provide flexibility.
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The paradigm shift in the role of DSOs from distributors of electricity to system relevant facilitators,
facilitating the deployment of the full potential of flexibility, needs to be coupled with the active capability
to ensure stable network operation (Sacker, 2016). The described need for changes requires that the DSOs
are able to procure flexibility for their own activities. DSOs as market participants or market officer57
should be enabled to solve local congestions at distribution level by procuring and activating eligible
resources to participate to the markets. ENTSO-E (ENTSO-E, 2017a) suggests that each SO (and not only the
connecting SO) has direct access to distributed energy resources (DER), this both, technically (direct
activation path) and contractually (direct bid submission and settlement). According to (CEDEC et al., 2018)
the access to flexible resources by the DSO could be obtained via a multitude of options being technical
solutions from their own assets, connection agreements, network tariff based options or by following a
market-based procurement.
DSOs could even procure flexibility and provide system services, considering the current market challenges
(e.g. conventional, flexible, power plants are being shut down and intermittent RES increases). Classic
instruments for balancing are becoming less effective on the medium to long run. In this context DSOs could
utilize the potential of flexibility in the distribution network. Such network operators become facilitators
in optimizing the future network in a geographically defined market (Sacker, 2016).
Within the context of neutral market stakeholder, certain interpretations of the future DSO role extend the
DSO activities to the coordination or hosting of the flexibility market platform on the distribution grid level,
thus being a market operator (Colle et al., 2019).
Moreover, DSOs as operators of local and regional balancing areas could promote system integration,
facilitating the energy transition. Following the survey results of the DSO Energy-outlook for 2020, 82% of
the respondents consider future DSOs to be responsible for local demand response and balancing at the local
level (Tackx and Meeus, 2015). Sharing the responsibility of balancing the system between DSO and TSO is,
however, expected to create inefficiencies (e.g., duplication of infrastructure to dispatch contracted
flexibility or the duplication of efforts to procure such resources) which, may increase grid costs (Gómez et
al., 2019; Helena Gerard, 2016). Furthermore, it was highlighted that splitting up this responsibility among
system operators could interfere with the efforts to integrate balancing markets across Europe. Although,
there are benefits to this coordination scheme (e.g., faster reaction to incidents in distribution or potential
reduction of AS volumes procured at transmission level) it remains to be proven that benefits could outweigh
the complexity of implementing such a model.

4.2.1.3 Commercial parties (incl. Independent aggregator)
Without prejudice to the technical regulations imposed by the respective authorities, each end-customer
has the right to valorise his flexibility. This volume of flexibility can be tapped via either the own
supplier/BRP or an independent provider of flexibility services. The latter option of offering flexibility via
an independent aggregator, or third party aggregator, is essential to open up the market and make the full
range of opportunities for flexibility at low voltage available to the market (de Heer, 2015). From this
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A market officer refers to the role of active engagement as a buyer in a certain market. In this perspective
market officers are considered market participants (on the buyer side) in a flexibility market.
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perspective, independent aggregators are market facilitators to allow the participation of small scale
flexibility.
The integration of this new role of independent aggregators into the energy market has the potential to
encourage new and existing market stakeholders to take up this role, ensuring more market liquidity. By
the creation of the possibility of third party aggregation, aggregators are provided the option not to take
up the portfolio balancing responsibility themselves but to outsource the responsibility to an existing BRP
(CEDEC et al., 2018). This freedom significantly lowers the entry barriers for new market entrants.
An important point of attention in the context of independent or third-party aggregation is the concept of
Transfer of Energy (ToE). In particular, a transfer of energy can occur in the case of activation of flexibility
involving a supplier and a provider of flexibility services who have a separate BRP and/or a provider of
flexibility services that is not the applicable supplier. For this purpose, a set of rules must be developed
where the potential impact across balancing portfolios and on the supplier activities are acknowledged.
These rules should include an indication on the contractual arrangements and settlement procedure
between independent aggregators and the BRP and/or supplier, guaranteeing that the associated BRP and
Supplier are sufficiently compensated.

4.2.1.4 Role adoption: market operator
As noted previously, a role may not always be adopted by the same party. This opens the door for
stakeholders not previously considered for the activity. For instance, the assignation of the market
operator58 role to a third party.

A market operator can be seen as a pivotal stakeholder, fulfilling some key functions related to the operation
of the electricity market, necessary for the electricity market to work efficiently. They should safeguard
neutrality, transparency and efficiency. These operational objectives, characterising the role of a market
operator, influence the decision on which stakeholder can take up this role, given a certain market
framework. The activities of a market operator can be performed by an existing stakeholder (i.e. system
operator, see section 4.2.1.1 and section 4.2.1.2) or by a new, independent market actor. The former
implementation model is only possible in a single buyer market in which the system operator (also being the
market operator) is the only requestor for flexibility in that relevant market.
The latter implementation of a Third Party Market Operator, or an independent market operator, is
applicable in any market set-up since the independence of the new market stakeholder is assured. In Table
4-1, different alternative coordination schemes suggest that for some proposed schemes the market could
be operated by an independent market operator. For instance, the central market (Neuhoff and Richstein,
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Market operators are defined as: “The Market Operator determines the market energy price for the Market
Balance Area after applying technical constraints from the System Operator. It may also establish the price
for the reconciliation within a Metering Grid Area.” (ENTSO-E, 2015b, p. 18)
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2017), the local market model and the common market model (Ecofys and Fraunhofer IWES, 2017) could be
operated by third party.
Note that this section on roles emphasizes a new classification layer that is important to distinguish between
different coordination schemes. It is important to know which stakeholder(s) are buying flexibility, i.e. TSO,
DSO and/or commercial parties (or even peers as sole buyers) (see section 0).

4.2.2 Market design
To a large extent, the design of markets for grid services is influenced by the technical properties of the
grids and by economic and social challenges. As such, market design for grid services is far from static.
Currently, these markets are in a process of being redesigned to answer to the transition to increasing levels
of non-CO2-emitting resources. With marginal levels of renewable generation, the current design has proven
sufficient. Yet, a shift in design is necessary to adjust to anticipated major shifts in the generation mix. As
pointed out in this deliverable, this requires flexibility to be allocated more optimally.
As such, the focus of this section is on elements of the market design for grid services that are highlighted
in literature and policy discussions as being cornerstones for restructuring the markets to embrace DER more
efficiently. Specifically, when allocating flexibility, the location of the resources providing it, should be
assessed more explicitly. This is to say, that rules should be drafted to define the “how” and “when”
flexibility could/should be procured and the stakeholder that could activate it.
In this regard, it should be noted that defining the coordination schemes is an important step towards a
proper market design. In the next phases of the project, some of the coordination schemes introduced in
this report will be further studied, i.e.the high level coordination schemes will be translated to more specific
market designs. This entails, amongst others, the development of market rules and clearing mechanism.
Another important step in market design is the definition of market products (see chapter 3)
With regard to market design characteristics that are important for flexibility, the alternative coordination
schemes in Table 4-1 devoted specific attention to (1) bid information, (2) market clearing, (3) market
fragmentation and (4) market phases. Note that roles are also important in the discussion of the design of
markets. Given its intrinsic link with coordination schemes, this report has dedicated a separate section on
it (see section 4.2.1).

4.2.2.1 Bid information
The first aspect is bid information. A future market design that is better adapted to higher levels of DER,
is expected to include more locational information within the bid provided to the market. Only if information
on the location of a certain resource is included in the bid both central and local services (and respective
products) can be cleared together. (ENTSO-E, 2017a) recommends the creation of a market place where
bids, always with locational information, for balancing and congestion management processes are collected
and cleared. The inclusion of geographical information within the bid submitted to the market can facilitate
the coordination between local and central oriented products (Leclerq et al., 2019). Some sources propose
to combine the different market needs for flexibility (both central and local) in an integrated market
(Brazier et al., 2019; CEDEC et al., 2018). Such a market would ensure easy access for all market parties
and increase liquidity. As bids can be merged, costs for these services would decrease. However, such a
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market requires a significant amount of coordination as there need to be agreements on product
specifications (see chapter 3) and because overall optimization can become complex.
If locational information cannot be implemented in the bids and market design no integration of markets
can be enacted. In any case, (ENTSO-E, 2017a) argues that there should be a certain level of harmonization
with regard to the manner flexibility is procured by the different requesting stakeholders for the different
needs (i.e. central and local). In this respect, the creation of separate markets or purchase environments
may be hindering participation of flexibility resources. For congestion management for example, ENTSO-E
champions the notion of a common bid submission and coordination process in order to optimize market
participation and market liquidity (ENTSO-E, 2017a). If split markets are not aligned this creates challenges
to facilitate access and implementation and limits the usability of common merit order lists, which require
deeper harmonization and may reduce transaction costs.
Note that this discussion on local information is highly relevant depending on the flexibility needs that are
considered in the electricity market. When distinguishing between different possibilities for coordination,
it is therefore important to take the need for flexibility (central and/or local) into account as a classification
layer (see section 0).

4.2.2.2 Market clearing
A second important aspect is Market clearing, which can be performed via discrete auctions or a continuous
market. In the latter, a market participant can buy and sell assets at any given time. Traders who react first
to a certain trading opportunity have a comparative advantage. Consequently, continuous trading generates
incentives for each trader to become marginally faster than the competition. Market clearing following a
discrete auction refers to a frequent batch auction market where the respective market is cleared at
discrete intervals (e.g., each quarter-hour) through a uniform auction. Moving to very frequent discrete
auctions or a continuous market clearing process will entail very demanding computational requirements in
the case the TSO and DSO (and even commercial party) market requests are jointly optimized. In perspective
of coordination actions between TSOs and DSOs it is generally assumed that markets will be cleared via
discrete auctions given the fact that continuous market clearing may involve a risk of gaming and thus higher
prices, more complexities to consider DSO grid constraints as this implies a continuous check of grid
constraints with every bid submitted and a potential risk of low liquidity. A drawback of continuous markets
is the difficulty of pricing constraints implicitly (i.e. bids are cleared until network constraints emerge).
Next to jointly optimizing, markets can be cleared following a sequential optimization, or via a cascading
flexibility access. In this option one network level is optimized and after this procedure the subsequent info
is passed through and the next network level is optimized. In this context one network operator, often
interpreted as being the DSO, is in a more favourable position, accessing flexibility first hand. This type of
sequential clearing is used in the SmartNet Local Market Model. Unused flexibility is transposed to the other
network operator. Alternatively, (Vicente-Pastor et al., 2019) describes this type of alternative sequences
in which the flexibility could be procured. In addition, (Ecofys and Fraunhofer IWES, 2017) describes the
cascading model as a regional market for flexibility connected to the distribution grid where the DSO is
acting as a single buyer. Once flexibility resources are selected by the DSO, they are then blocked for the
participation at the central level market. Sequential optimization of markets will typically result in suboptimal outcomes, but seems to be more manageable in the context of market clearing and related
computational complexity. ENTSO-E does not support the cascading principle as it fragments liquidity and
prevents system wide aggregation for system services (ENTSO-E, 2017a).
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These market dimensions (clearing type, clearing sequence,…) will be considered during the next phases of
the project, where the coordination schemes introduced in this report will be further elaborated and
described, i.e. these high-level schemes will be translated to more specific market designs.

4.2.2.3 Market fragmentation
A third important aspect is market fragmentation. Centralized coordination approaches are currently
preferred in power systems. These approaches are characterized by central entity(ies) coordinating the
decision-making process. Centralized approaches were mainly preferred because they fit a system which,
historically, has been designed based on centralized generation. However, the power system in general, and
the European power system in particular is evolving. As a result, most of the coordination schemes and the
alternative schemes in Table 4-1 are focussing on a more fragmented market design in which for some needs
the relevant products are traded on a local market platform. There is a multitude of papers that focus solely
on the design of such local markets (Buchmann et al., 2013; Ilic et al., 2013; Ilieva et al., 2016; Ross et al.,
2019; Xiao et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2017).
On top of the possibilities for market fragmentation indicated in the SmartNet project and the alternative
coordination schemes discussed above, more decentralized market designs including distributed market
designs such as peer-to-peer (P2P), are receiving more attention. Digitalization, decarbonization,
decentralization and electric mobility are transforming the energy landscape. Technological advances in
electricity generation and storage, roll-out of smart grid infrastructure (e.g., smart metering) and
favourable regulation are among the reasons for an uptake in the number of prosumers59. The emergence
of prosumers opens new opportunities. According to (Parag and Sovacool, 2016) prosumers may even
compete with traditional utilities as active providers of energy services to the grid. In this respect, “P2P
defines a decentralized structure where all peers cooperate with what they have available for commonsbased producing, trading or distributing a good or service (Sousa et al., 2019, p. 2).” Nevertheless, currently,
there is no agreement yet on how these P2P markets should be designed exactly. The latter authors highlight
that different market P2P structure have already been proposed (for instance, the full P2P market, the
community-based market and the hybrid P2P market). P2P markets can thus differ with regard to their
degree of decentralization and topology. Mechanisms of P2P electricity trading can therefore be very
diverse, implying that they need to be customized according to the situation (Liu et al., 2019). In a similar
way, this implies that there are conditions in which P2P markets can be deployed in co-existence with
existing market structures (Sousa et al., 2019).
Within the context of the CoordiNet project, we will only consider distributed market structure to solve
grid-related issues (not e.g. for just trading energy, as an alternative to participating in the day-ahead
market). The selection of a suitable decentralized approach that harness prosumers potential to provide
system services is however not a trivial task. Prosumer marketplaces need a structure that enables efficient
coordination between highly constrained agents (knowledge, information, capabilities, etc.). Also, this local
prosumer marketplaces need granular prices that reflect the locational and time aspect of utilizing the
(physical) electricity network. From organically growing self-organizing pure peer-to-peer to more
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Prosumers refers to energy consumers that actively manage their own energy needs (consumption) and
capabilities (generation) by means of smart infrastructure (smart meters), and the combination of DER (incl.
storage), smart appliances and energy management systems.
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structured hybrid (e.g., microgrid or communities) local market models, utilities are best suited to set and
update these prices. Moreover, depending on the implemented model, the focus of the coordination may
shift from system operators to peers or communities across phases concerning the utilization of system
services. This is not to say that DSO-TSO coordination will become irrelevant. On the contrary, it will become
more specialized. As system designers, DSOs and TSOs would need to set the rules and mechanisms that
align peers' self-interest objectives with global objectives so that agents take actions based only on local
interactions and incomplete knowledge that improves or maintains system reliability levels and quality of
service. As a result, future research should further look into different possibilities for P2P in different market
environments60.
As indicated in this section, when distinguishing between different coordination possibilities, it is therefore
important to acknowledge the possibility of having multiple markets (see section 0).

4.2.2.4 Market phases
Finally, the last important characteristic of the market design are the market processes or phases. Three
distinct phases could be distinguished within the full market process; 1. preparation and prequalification,
2. procurement and bidding, 3. activation and settlement. We do not split up these phases in more detailed
actions such as forecasting, monitoring, metering… It is important to account for these different phases
during the development of coordination schemes because consideration of constraints management can be
performed at different phases. For instance, data exchange frameworks (see section 4.2.3.2) can ensure
that constraints are accounted for during pre-qualification or during procurement. As a means of last resort
SOs can be given the opportunity to redispatch cleared market volumes according to the respective
distribution or transmission grid state (Kristov et al., 2016; Martini et al., 2015). In this context grid
constraints are implicitly taken into account.

Preparation and
prequalification

Procurement and bidding

Activation and settlement

In the preparatory phase, flexibility needs and product definitions are established (CEDEC et al., 2019).
Following on that, pre-qualification could be defined as the process to verify the compliance of a resource
to provide ancillary services with the requirements set by the requiring system operator. The general process
of prequalification could be divided in two separate processes: technical, product prequalification and
system or grid pre-qualification.
A product prequalification validates the technical requirements of a resource to deliver a certain product
(e.g., response time, duration of provision). It serves to verify whether a unit can (technically) deliver a
product it asserts to be able to sell/deliver (CEDEC et al., 2019; de Heer and van den Reek, 2018). To a
certain extent, product prequalification is described in the guideline on electricity transmission system
operation (SOGL) (European Commission, 2017b) and the Electricity Balancing Guideline (EBGL) (European
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In particular, a separte task within CoordiNet will investigate the potential use of P2P within the CoordiNet
platform.
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Commission, 2017a). The best practices with regard to the product prequalification procedure prescribe
that the processes should be aligned between all SO (and potentially other market participants, e.g. FSP)
to avoid otiose pre-qualification procedures, leading to inefficiencies.
System or grid prequalification is defined as an ex-ante process where the system operator validates the
participation of certain resources to the flexibility market, safeguarding that an actual activation does not
violate local grid constraints (CEDEC et al., 2019). It therefore serves to verify whether a unit connected to
the grid can indeed realise product delivery, considering the capabilities of the grid (CEDEC et al., 2019;
Constantinescu, 2018). Especially with regard to more distributed energy sources, that differ in time and
location, grid constraints are important to take into account. A grid prequalification procedure should be
performed by the respective SO of the grid the resource is connected to.
With regard to grid pre-qualification, there are two mutually non-exclusive options that can be applied,
being dynamic or conditional grid prequalification. Dynamic grid pre-qualification entails the
reconsideration of grid access for flexibility resources at regular intervals (CEDEC et al., 2019). In this
context, certain timeframes can be defined which specify the frequency of re-examination. The second
option, conditional grid prequalification, prescribes a certain manner or volume of grid access according to
predefined criteria. (CEDEC et al., 2019) The ex-ante description and classification of grid access is possible
given the fact that situations in which grid access cannot be granted are (mostly) known. However, dynamic
reassessment remains necessary as the set parameters do not sufficiently consider changing grid conditions
over time.
To ensure flexibility resources pass pre-qualification criteria, it is recommendable that prequalification is
not only taking place at a unit level, but also at an aggregated, portfolio level if this is technically feasible
(CEDEC et al., 2019; de Heer and van den Reek, 2018). (ADMIE, 2017) even suggests removing
prequalification procedures and testing requirements for too small, too dispersed volumes (e.g. residential
consumers). In this context the European Smart Grids Task Force clearly formulates that a prequalification
process constitutes an additional step for market participants which needs to be considered and could
potentially limit the number of bids (European Smart Grids Task Force Expert Group 3, 2019). Hence, the
prequalification process should be clearly defined, and any limitations applied to bids should be justified.

Preparation and prequalification

Procurement and bidding

Activation and settlement

In the procurement phase the needed resources for a certain service are determined and communicated to
the involved market participants. As a response, the flexibility providers send the respective bids to the
market after which the market can be cleared. Only resources that passed the prequalification procedures
put in place for the different products and services are allowed to bid in these markets.
As a general guideline it should be noted that unnecessary fragmentation of markets should be avoided to
ensure economic efficiency, system and grid security and to avoid double activation of a bid. The latter,
avoiding double bids, refers to the fact that although flexible resources can provide an answer to multiple
services needed, flexibility should only be used once in a single timeframe (CEDEC et al., 2018). The market
context and surrounding regulatory framework should not allow that flexibility providers profit from the
creation of grid congestion (EDSO, 2014). In this perspective the risk of gaming should be detected and
addressed in the market rules (Sommer and Rinck, 2019).
The aspect of economic-efficiency refers to the necessary procedures to rigorously check if certain bids on
fragmented markets are not conflicting in order to guarantee the effectiveness of a certain bid to provide
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a service (do Prado et al., 2019). In this context it is suggested to not only consider an economic merit order
list but also the technical characteristics and capabilities should be reflected. In this manner a full
assessment of the effectiveness of a certain bid in relation to a certain service and product can be executed.
Furthermore, on system level, the required processes to identify the potential impact on the grid are more
complex when bids are spread across different market platforms. If for certain reasons certain markets are
disconnected and separate markets are created, it is important to strive to consistent market rules (ENTSOE, 2015c) (e.g. gate closure time, market opening) in order for market participants, wanting to provide
flexibility, to be able to compare the valorisation possibilities across market platforms. This will be further
investigated during the next phases of the project.

Preparation and prequalification

Procurement and bidding

Activation and settlement

The activation phase takes place after the clearing of the market. Activation of the bids occurs according
to the merit order list in which the most adequate resources are selected and activated. For balancing, this
is defined in Article 29 (4) of the guideline on electricity balancing (European Commission, 2017a).
Finally, the settlement phase will check if the service is delivered according to the agreements made. In
case not, penalties could be imposed to the provider of the flexible resource. Settlement principles for
balancing are defined in the guideline on electricity balancing (European Commission, 2017a).
The activation and settlement phase contain less complexities since most requirements on preparation,
identification and coordination, are considered in the preceding phases. Hence, the impact on the potential
coordination schemes between TSOs and DSOs is limited. However, the data requirements and the exchange
of data is essential, certainly in the context of verifying the activation and performing financial settlements,
also within the context of a transfer of energy (ToE).

4.2.3 Data management
In order to achieve coordination between system operators, it is important that TSOs, DSOs and other market
players have access to, and exchange, the necessary data (CEDEC et al., 2016). Data exchange between
system operators and other market players could lead to the removal of market barriers for different
stakeholders, could circumvent contradictory actions in different markets or grids, could lead to better
information on available and activated flexibility sources, could ensure better settlement of deviations from
agreed schemes, could better link different markets (for instance wholesale markets and markets for grid
services and even retail markets), and could give access to better data regarding long-term and shorter
term investment plans.
However, today, it is not yet clear how such data will be shared amongst grid operators and market
participants. Specifically, with regard to the SmartNet and the alternative coordination schemes that have
been discussed in Table 4-1 it was noted that some coordination schemes were probably computationally
not feasible (like the integrated flexibility market model defined in SmartNet). For instance, (Kristov et al.,
2016), (Martini et al., 2015) and (Burger et al., 2018) propose a TSO-centered model in which the TSO has
full observability of all grids so that it can perform a whole-system optimization. To make this work,
extensive ICT infrastructure and data exchange is required (see, for example, the developments in the
Italian pilot in SmartNet) (Ortolano et al., 2019). Specifically, for the whole-system optimization, data on
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grid capacities, forecasts… should be shared and taken into account. In addition, information flows are not
costless, so data requirements should be tested to verify the cost of implementation. A balance between
full observability on the one hand and complexity and cost of data handling on the other hand should
therefore be found.
With regard to this cost of implementation, the SmartNet project (Rodriguez et al., 2016) analysed ICT costs
for their proposed coordination schemes. The goal was to discover cost differences in terms of ICT systems
for upgrading the centralized ancillary services market model compared to the other coordination schemes,
under the assumption that the centralized market model will be implemented by 2030. They noted that the
communication systems required to have for the centralized ancillary services market by 2030 are the same
as for the rest of the coordination schemes. As a result, the focus was rather on the estimation of ICT costs
concentrated on IT systems required to implement bidding and market clearing functionalities in different
coordination schemes. This ICT cost estimation however involves large uncertainties on technology and cost
development, since energy markets and grids are currently changing and the target year 2030 is relatively
far, at least from the ICT development cycle point of view (Gómez et al., 2019). In addition, although the
SmartNet project managed to bring technology from Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 2 to TRL 4-5, the
TRL was still below the level required for commercial applications (TRL 9). Therefore, further analysis and
software development will be needed to validate candidate coordination schemes before they can be taken
into real-life use, which is one of the objectives of the CoordiNet project.
Regarding the data management itself, TSOs had, in the past, their own controlled data management system
which allowed them to register and monitor data on grid users connected to their grid. Furthermore the
data management system in place enabled them to collect market data ahead of real-time, with which they
could study, among others, future grid scenarios (Meeus and Yemane, 2018). A central information
transparency platform was established to ensure this information was transparently available (European
Commission, 2013).
DSOs on the other hand, traditionally pursued a fit-and forget approach, which did not necessitate data
collection, when considering grid development. Therefore, the collection of data on their connected grid
users was limited. Only recently, the roll-out of the smart meter on lower voltage levels has started in some
countries (or has already been completed) which will enable a closer monitoring and metering of consumer
data. Hence, in the future, there will be more data available at distribution level too.
Today, the role of data management and data exchange in power systems (and especially between system
operators) is not properly defined yet. It is not clear how such data will be shared amongst grid operators
and market participants, who should or could have access to them and how and by whom the data will be
managed. The objective should be to associate data needs with a specific role rather than a specific entity
(CEDEC et al., 2016). This implies that before a clear data management system can be decided on, the role
of the different market players with regard to the different system services needs to be defined more clearly
(Meeus and Yemane, 2018). Different data needs for different market players arise from specific roles and
responsibilities for each of these market players (CEDEC et al., 2016). Therefore, as long as roles and
responsibilities are not uniformly defined, data management models across Europe will differ depending on
the local conditions. This report has discussed roles in more detail in section 4.2.1.
The importance of data exchange is underscored by the fact that numerous reports are written on the topic.
In addition, some legislations and directives are already taking up guidelines and requirements regarding
data exchange or are still in development (Table 4-3 summarizes some key reports but is not aiming to be
exhaustive).
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Table 4-3: Recent reports dealing with data management in the power sector

Author
(CEDEC et al., 2016)
(European Smart Grids Task Force, 2016)
(Eurelectric, 2016c)
(CEER, 2016a)
(CEER, 2016b)
(Thema Consulting Group, 2017)
(ENTSO-E, 2018g)

(CEDEC et al., 2019)
(Colle et al., 2019)

Title
TSO-DSO Data Management Report
My Energy Data
The power sector goes digital – Next generation data
management for energy consumers
CEER Position Paper on the Future DSO and TSO Relationship
A Review of Current and Future Data Management Models
Data exchange in electric power systems: European State of
Play and Perspectives
All TSOs’ proposal for the Key Organisational Requirements,
Roles and Responsibilities (KORRR) relating to Data Exchange
in accordance with Article 40(6) of Commission Regulation
(EU) 2017/1485 of 2 August 2017 establishing a Guideline on
Electricity Transmission System Operation
TSO-DSO Report - An integrated approach to active system
management with the focus on TSO-DSO coordination in
congestion management and balancing.
Where does change start if the future is already decided?

Following currently developed directives, it becomes clear that a robust data management system is not
only important, but even inevitable. For instance, Articles 23 and 24 of (European Commission, 2017c)
explicitly focus on data management, requiring that energy market participants have access to the data.
Even though there is no clear guidance on data handling procedures, the references in Table 4-3 do generally
agree on a set of standard criteria that should be met in a data management framework. These data
principles are further discussed in section 4.2.3.1 (Figure 4-3) and will most probably be taken into account
when further designing data exchange regulations.
Given this report’s focus on TSO-DSO coordination, in section 4.2.3.2 we give some specific examples of
how data can be shared between system operators and what influence it has on the development of
coordination schemes.

4.2.3.1 Data principles
The references in Table 4-3 touch upon some important data requirements regarding rules for access and
collection of data, data formatting, security, confidentiality… that are generally agreed upon and that need
to be fulfilled for proper data exchange between stakeholders.
First of all, data privacy is very important. Secondly, data and communication security imply that
stakeholders always must be able to trust data. Otherwise stakeholders will not accept automated and
efficient data exchange processes. Data management also must ensure non-discrimination and neutrality.
This entails that entities should not discriminate against any stakeholder. All stakeholders should receive
the same level of service and access. This implies that the party responsible for data management must be
neutral and subject to regulatory oversight. However, this does not imply that all actors should have access
to the same data. To ensure data neutrality, integrity of data (that is ensuring that processing of data
occurs in a proper way) is also important. In addition, data and data exchange processes should also be
transparent and well defined. Furthermore, data management and exchange should also be cost-efficient.
This might imply that a cost-benefit analysis has to be executed to look at processes from a system point of
view. In addition, to ensure cost-efficiency, data sharing and management processes also need to be simple
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and avoid duplicated processes. When large amounts of data become available, it is important to ensure
their quality regarding data accuracy and timeliness. Data consistency checking, and automatic monitoring
might be required in this regard. Finally, in order to reach some of the above requirements (cost-efficiency
and neutrality), harmonization of standards might make data exchange more efficient in certain situations
(by preference across Europe, and minimally on national level). Also, when all these data principles are put
in place, this will have a positive effect on market efficiency. This will lead to more stakeholders that can
enter the market, which increases innovation and competition.

Figure 4-3: Data principles

4.2.3.2 Information Exchange frameworks
There are different levels of DSO-TSO coordination and as pointed out in section 4.2.2.4 this coordination
could occur during specific phases of the market process (pre-qualification, procurement and activation).
As a result, there are also different ways in which information can be shared. Nevertheless, in all cases, a
proper framework for data sharing is important to achieve the objectives mentioned in section 4.2.3 (e.g.
avoid contradicting actions, facilitate market access for many parties…).
For instance, Table 4-1 mentions specific coordination schemes that focus on a central market, but that
delegate specific facilitating services to the DSO. As an example, (Kristov and Martini, 2014, p. 6) give
responsibility to the DSO for providing to the TSO “situational awareness involving forecasting, real-time
measurement and reconciliation of net load, dispatchable DER resource, real and reactive power flows from
the distribution side of the T-D interface”. This is a specific example of data exchange during procurement
(or even activation) (see for instance (Ortolano et al., 2019)), and it can be compared with the traffic light
system of (BDEW, 2015).
The traffic light concept is a way to cope with the increasing levels of decentralization, even when markets
are still rather centralized. It is a method for signaling congestions in the grid and it can be used during
different phases of the congestion management process. The purpose of the traffic light is that the DSO can
prevent the grid from entering in an emergency state by communicating on time potential issues to other
market parties. As such, these market parties are encouraged to enter congestion management bids.
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Specifically, the core of the traffic light is that for a particular period of time and a specific network
segment, the status of the network can be described using colour codes (green, orange and red) (BDEW,
2015). The traffic light can be green, signalling that no congestion is expected. The traffic light can be
orange, signalling that congestion is expected. In this stage, the target of the relevant system operator is
to ensure that the grid is not evolving into the red stage. He will therefore procure flexibility to steer the
affected area of the grid back to the green state. Finally, there is the red state in which the grid is in an
emergency state meaning that certain areas are undergoing congestion issues. (CEDEC et al., 2019)
A different way to deal with TSO-DSO data exchange can be found back in the concept of the flexibility
resources register. Such a register contains all relevant information on potential flexibility sources and is
accessible by all relevant system operators. It is a central place in which all relevant information on
potential sources of flexibility is gathered. The system operator which is responsible for the grid to which
the resources are connected, registers the flexibility sources in the register. This is done after the sources
have passed the pre-qualification process. As such, the register minimally contains all the pre-qualification
data (e.g. location, approved capacity limits, duration, ramp rates, mode of activation, flexibility provider,
baseline information (Harlem, 2014)). All the information in the register is visible to all the relevant system
operators. As such, the flexibility resources register identifies available resources to solve a specific system
operator need. It can be used to evaluate bids from FSPs (in the market phase), to assess the impacts of
activating certain bids (in the monitoring and activation phase) or to verify which resources are activated
(settlement phase). In addition, the information in the flexibility resources register can also be used to
support information exchange on aggregated bids. It therefore clearly has the potential to facilitate active
system management. However, many processes of this register are not defined in detail yet. For instance,
the data manager of the framework has not yet been defined. Most likely this should happen at a national
level. Furthermore, the register can be combined with different data sources and as such also contain (for
instance) geographical information data. (CEDEC et al., 2019)
These two information exchange frameworks are clear examples of the influence information exchange has
on the development of coordination schemes. It is therefore important to take into account if and at what
time, information is exchanged, or coordination takes place. This will be further studied during the next
phases of the CoordiNet project
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4.3

The CoordiNet coordination schemes

From the proposed coordination schemes developed within Smartnet (Section 4.1) and the current
discussions on alternative designs (section 4.2), important takeaways become apparent.
First of all, there is a general consensus that there does not exist a one-size-fits-all coordination scheme.
This is because local circumstances, market maturities, regulatory conditions… differ between TSO and DSO
grids. As a result, there exists a multitude of coordination schemes that propose different solutions to
different circumstances. However, from section 4.2, it became clear that this also gave rise to a forest of
different coordination scheme names, even when saying the same thing. In what follows, a mapping of
coordination schemes and a common nomenclature is therefore proposed.
Secondly, from literature, it became clear that certain aspects of coordination schemes still require further
development and discussion. In line with the need to have a clear mapping of coordination schemes, this
section therefore introduces a categorization structure that helps to group similar coordination needs
together, even though they might differ with regard to certain market design characteristics. The
elucidation of the mapping of the coordination schemes and the common terminology is facilitated by the
use of classification layers that highlight the differences between the coordination schemes. The different
identified classification layers are described in the following section.
Going through the different classification layers, resulted in seven groups of coordination possibilities. The
proposed coordination schemes are service-agnostic so that they can be applied to different services or even
a combination of services, always maintaining a SO-viewpoint. The full overview of this exercise is depicted
in Figure 4-4. The different options for coordination between the TSOs and DSOs are explained in section
4.3.2.
It should be noted that coordination between TSOs and DSOs can serve multiple purposes. For both system
operators, interaction and data exchange is needed to fulfil their responsibilities. At the TSO-DSO interface
coordination is, amongst others, required to get an insight in the neighbouring grids in function of the
transmission and distribution grid planning, connection and access procedures, observability area definition
and supervision and control. Besides these coordination actions between system operators from a rather
technical mindset, more recently market-based coordination requirements are the topic of debate. It is the
latter interpretation of coordination which is the specific focus of the proposed diagram within Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4: Categorization structure of coordination schemes considered within the CoordiNet project. Coordination schemes
which call for specific market-oriented coordination between TSOs and DSOs are displayed in blue.
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4.3.1 Classification layers
The need for flexibility in the electricity market is prominent. The different paradigm shifts, effectuated
primarily by the ongoing decarbonisation of the energy sector, require increased system flexibility to provide
an answer to the posed challenges. In this study different flexibility needs for DSOs and TSOs have been
identified. Depending on the categorisation of the need, i.e. the need which is addressed by the provided
flexibility, and the potential combination of different needs, a certain coordination scheme could be
applicable.
For the purpose of further analysis, a distinction is made between central needs and local needs. Central
needs refer to the collection of services, and entailing products, which can be provided on a central level,
e.g. for a certain control area as a whole. ENTSO-E defines the control area as: “a coherent part of the
interconnected system, operated by a single transmission system operator”. A local need for flexibility is
branded by a locationality factor. Certain services and products are particularly characterised by a certain
geographic location (e.g. congestion management for the DSO). This entails that only flexibility providers
connected to the distinct location in the electricity grid can provide the required flexibility service. The
trade-off between local needs and central needs for flexibility is exemplified in Figure 4-5 for the Belgian
control area.

Figure 4-5: Trade-off between local and central needs for flexibility

In the classification layer describing the ‘need’ to be fulfilled by flexibility, a distinction is made between
isolated local or central needs and the combination of both needs in a certain market set-up. Only needs
which will be procured via a market-based approach need to be considered when answering the related
question: “Which System Operator needs will be addressed?”.
The TSO, DSO and commercial parties are typical candidates to buy flexibility. In addition, more distributed
buying models61 could sprout in a future time horizon, in which peers are actually the sole buyers (and

61

A distributed market can exploit blockchain technology. The application of the blockchain technology,
being by design an open, distributed ledger capable of permanently recording transactions between parties
efficiently, also capable to execute transactions automatically, contributes to the development of
decentralized, digital energy systems. Most importantly, blockchains enable automated execution of smart
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providers) in the market. The (multitude of) buyer(s) active on (a) certain market platform(s) will engender
a different architecture for the coordination between the DSO and TSO. It is therefore important to consider
the number of active buyers on the market before distinguishing between coordination schemes. The
question: “Which stakeholder(s) buy(s) the flexibility to answer a certain need?” is added as a second
decision layer to the categorization structure.
The third layer of the categorization structure considers the number of markets62. In the context of this
study a distinction is made between a single market (i.e. 1), and the existence of multiple markets (i.e.
>1). A single market can be considered when only a local need or central need is considered or when an
integrated market for stakeholders (i.e. buyers) is presumed to cover both local and central needs.
Alternatively, local markets could coexist with a central-level market to cope with local and central needs.
Finally, a distributed market can have one or more markets. The relevant question for this layer therefore
is “How many markets are considered?” As an illustrative example two options to organise the market are
depicted in Figure 4-6. In this example the left market design can be interpreted as multiple market
platforms (>1) in which the central and local need are considered in a distinct manner and in distinct markets
(i.e. a central balancing market and multiple local markets for congestion management). In the right-hand
side example, the concept of a single market platform (1) (for the services considered, i.e. balancing and
congestion management) is displayed.

Figure 4-6: Illustration market fragmentation (left: multiple markets are considered, right: a single market is considered)

Another aspect affecting the classification of coordination schemes is whether access is granted to
distributed resources. Distributed resources refer to all grid users (generation, storage and demand)
connected to the distribution system. In this context, we assume access is granted if these distributed
resources can participate in the relevant market(s) following a market-based approach. The question: “Does
the TSO have access to DER?” is the fourth decision layer. If the TSO is allowed to procure flexibility services
outside its own monitored area of control, i.e. at the distribution level, the coordination actions between
the DSO and TSO are to be intensified63.

contracts which allow an individual party to perform and bill a transaction (e.g. a provision of flexibility)
directly (i.e. peer-to-peer) with another party.(PWC, 2016).
62
A market is assumed to be operated by one market operator who is responsible for the market clearing of
this specific market according to a specific objective.
63
Within the CoordiNet project we mainly focus on the provision of flexibility by DER towards TSOs and
DSOs. It should be noted that more general discussions are ongoing whether TSOs and DSOs can source
flexibility outside their control area to resolve their needs. This is however not considered in the high-level
coordination schemes.
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4.3.2 Coordination possibilities
Answering the different key questions of the diagram, seven groups of coordination models are effected,
i.e. Local market models, Central market models, Integrated flexibility market models, Common market
models, Multi-level market models, Fragmented market models and Distributed market models. The
classification layers for each of these models are elaborated in the following sections.

4.3.2.1 Local market model
As indicated in the literature review (see for instance (Buchmann et al., 2013; Ilic et al., 2013; Ilieva et al.,
2016; Ross et al., 2019; Xiao et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2016)) in specific cases a local market for local needs
exists, without paying attention to, or explicitly coordinating with, a central market (if it exists). Therefore,
the first branch of the classification structure refers to the existence of a single local market, organized
around local needs, see Figure 4-7. This coordination scheme is therefore different from the original
Smartnet Local AS Market scheme as only one market is considered. In Smartnet, a multi-level market model
(containing both a central and a local market) is accounted for (see section 4.3.2.5).
In the Coordinet Local Market Model, this implies that no interaction is assumed with central needs for
flexibility. Hence, no market-coordination between the TSO and DSO is considered for this market set-up.
In practice, this could for example occur in case of a non-existence of a transmission grid (e.g. on an island)
or in case of controlled islanding at distribution level. However, it should be indicated that for technical
reasons and for the exploitation of the grids, coordination actions at the TSO-DSO interface are desired. For
instance, bids assigned in the local market, won’t be available for the TSO anymore. These coordination
needs and possible side-effects of this coordination scheme will be considered during the next phases of the
project.

Figure 4-7: Local market model

4.3.2.2 Central market model
In the second mayor branch of the classification structure it is assumed that flexibility services are solely
procured to answer a central need for flexibility, e.g. energy balancing. Given the fact that the central
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need is considered in an isolated manner, the buyer will always be the TSO. Inherently this entails that the
DSO is not participating in the market to procure flexibility to serve his needs. The DSO is considered to
take on a rather passive position without real involvement in the active procurement of flexibility. It can
be considered a first stage market model but does not fit with a future-proof vision on the DSO role. Hence,
grid constraints services for the DSO are not acquired following a market-based approach but, potentially,
taken into account in an alternative manner.
As explained within Smartnet, if the TSO does have direct access to flexible sources connected to the
distribution grid, different options can still be considered to cope with grid constraints (e.g. during prequalification and / or during procurement and activation).64 For instance, the DSO can assure that the grid
is operated in a compliant manner following a rule-based mechanism or other regulated signals (e.g.
connection agreements). It should be safeguarded that this non-market-based approach to cope with grid
constraints is not defined too restricted. Too high standards and provisions on grid constraints can hamper
the integration of DER into the energy market and influence the efficient operation of the central TSO
market. Ideally in the future the shift is made to a market-based approach.
Alternative solutions to address distribution grid constraints in a central market model, are highlighted in
Table 4-1. See for instance the Total TSO model, the Minimized DSO Model or the Market DSO model of
(Kristov et al., 2016; Martini et al., 2015) or the Full Integration Market Model of (Neuhoff and Richstein,
2017). Other examples of central market models are given in (Burger et al., 2018) (Enhanced Bulk Balancing
Authority Model) and in (Ecofys and Fraunhofer IWES, 2017) (Regional Reserve MarketPlus Model).
Finally, in the scenario where the central need can only be fulfilled by flexible sources connected to the
transmission grid, no extension of the current coordination activities are required. This is due to the fact
that the TSO, as single buyer of flexibility to fulfill a central need, only procures in his own area of control
and thus does not affect the DSO with his actions.
Given the multitude of names, we group all these coordination scheme together under the name “Central
Market Model”.

64

The version of this market model where the TSO has access to DER is based on the SmartNet Centralized
AS Model (see section 4.1)
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Figure 4-8: Central market model

From the perspective of the TSO, this market arrangement is to some extend preferential. Since he is the
single buyer in the market the products traded can be tailored to his needs. No further allignment to other
stakeholders is needed, hence, the governance is less demanding. DSOs, on the other hand, cannot buy
flexibility to solve their local challenges. Nevertheless, in case constraints at the distribution level are low,
this coordination scheme is the most optimal as operational costs and communication needs are rather low
in a single buyer market set-up.

4.3.2.3 Common market model
Unlike the previous coordination schemes, this and the following coordination schemes are addressing both
a local and a central need. How this is done depends in the first place on the flexibility buyers. In this
coordination scheme, the DSO will take up a much more active role in the energy system and will start a
quest for flexibility to resolve a certain local need. Hence, flexibility can serve both a central need and a
local need and both system operators are the buying parties.
This Common Market Model distinguishes itself from other coordination schemes, in which both system
operators procure flexibility, due to the fact that the procurement of flexibility occurs on one single market
which combines central and local needs as defined in Smartnet65. Apart from Smartnet, examples of papers
that discuss coordination schemes highly resembling the Common TSO-DSO market model are for instance
the ‘vertical market coupling’ market model (Neuhoff and Richstein, 2017), the second coordination
enhancement (CAISO et al., 2017), the hierarchical coordination mechanism for coordinating the economic
dispatch of TSO and DSO (Yuan and Hesamzadeh, 2017) or the joint market of (Roos, 2017). Slight variations
to the SmartNet Common Market Model are proposed by (Ecofys and Fraunhofer IWES, 2017) (the New
Flexibility platform), (ENTSO-E, 2017a) (the Single Flexibility Market Place), (Burger et al., 2018) (the Hybrid
Model) and by (Brazier et al., 2019) (the combined TSO and DSO congestion management model) (see Table
4-1).

65

This market model is based on the SmartNet Common TSO-DSO AS market model (see section 4.1)
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Within this multitude of names, we stick to the Smartnet nomenclature and group these schemes together
in the category of the “Common Market Model”.

Figure 4-9: Common market model

In this market model, resources are automatically shared. As discussed in chapter 3, when the needs of both
the DSO and TSO are fulfilled in a single market, a certain level of complexity is present to align the different
product and technical requirements applicable to both the TSO and DSO. This approach demands for a
system wide, simultaneous, optimization; i.e. the flexibility requirements are jointly optimized for the TSO
and the DSOs at the same time. This will result in the overall optimum but the computational requirements
are challenging. As discussed in Smartnet, in practice, this optimization can occur through a single platform,
or through multiple smaller platforms. Yet, in the end, there is one single market optimization.
The common market model requires the inclusion of geographical information in every bid submitted to the
market. Given the locationality aspect of local needs there is a risk of higher market prices for congestion
management products.
On the resource side, an enhanced participation is expected as trading strategies involve less complexities.
Flexibility providers in particular do not have to make a tradeoff between different system operator
markets.

4.3.2.4 Integrated market model
The main difference from the Common Market Model, is the number of buyers on the market within the
Integrated flexibility market model. Instead of only providing market access to system operators, this model
is allowing a threefold of market stakeholders, i.e. the TSO, DSOs and commercial market parties to buy
flexibility for both central and local needs. It is assumed that all involved parties are looking for flexibility
in an integrated, common, market, the so-called Integrated market model 66 . The assumption of an
overarching market presumes a TSO-assured access to DER.

66

This market model is based on the SmartNet Integrated flexibility market model (see section 4.1)
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Slight variations to this model are discussed in Table 4-1 (see for instance (Vicente-Pastor et al., 2019) and
(Ecofys and Fraunhofer IWES, 2017)). However, for this coordination scheme as well, we stick to the
Smartnet nomenclature.

Figure 4-10: Integrated market model

In this market model where an integrated market is assumed, an independent market operator is
indispensable. This party should safeguard the neutrality, transparency and efficiency of the market
operation.
A key advantage of an integrated market, overarching the TSO, DSO and commercial parties, is the potential
to reach high levels of liquidity. High liquidity can be expected since multiple buyers and high volumes of
providers of flexibility are participating in a single market. Furthermore, owners of flexibility do not have
to go through an extensive decision process to assess the most optimal market platform to provide their
flexibility. More competition on the buyer-side of the market generally results in a more efficient market
operation and a more optimal market equilibrium. An attention point in this coordination scheme is the setup of correct arrangements to guarantee an efficient market operation from the perspective of grid
constraints.
The creation of a common market for all potential requestors of flexibility encompasses that the product
requirements and bid formulation are aligned for TSO, DSO and commercial party. This exercise will be
complex and entails significant governance costs. Moreover, locational information should always be
included in the bid provided to the market. Given the importance of the location, there is risk of higher
market prices for resolving location specific needs (e.g. congestion management).
Since third parties, commercial parties, have access to a liquid market, a potential benefit can be perceived
in the context of resolving imbalances of these commercial parties (i.e. BRP). The integrated market
platform can result in a higher level of imbalances resolved by the market (BRP) and potentially lower need
for reserves activation as a last resort.
However, as discussed in (Gerard 2018), the presence of both regulated and non-regulated parties in one
common market raises three main concerns.
•

Flexibility is allocated to the party with the highest willingness to pay, which is beneficial from a
global social welfare point of view, but which might not necessarily lead to the lowest costs for
system operators. Moreover, system operators might each activate flexibilities that negatively
influence each other's positions, leading to unnecessary grid costs.
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•

•

The TSO will find it more difficult to determine the amount of balancing energy to be bought,
because commercial parties can buy flexible resources almost in real-time to balance their
positions, at the same time as the TSO will be procuring balancing energy to balance the system.
This situation could lead to a situation where the TSO buys additional capacity upfront to guarantee
sufficient resources to control the system balance.
Opening flexibility markets to non-regulated parties could hinder the development and liquidity of
intraday markets.

4.3.2.5 Multi-level market model
As a variation of the common market approach for all system operators, the needs of the different system
operators can be procured via split markets. This Multi-level market model67 is characterised by the fact
that local and central needs are resolved via a combination of local and central markets. Furthermore the
Multi-level market model assumes that, in addition to the DSO, the TSO has access to DER to address a need
for flexibility. Bids from DER that are not selected and not procured at the local market, can participate in
the AS market where the resources connected to the transmission grid participate. If this would not be the
case, and the TSO has in no way access to DER, this would be the fragmented market model which will be
elaborated in the next section.
Within SmartNet, this model is called the Local AS market model. However, multiple markets are included
in this Coordination scheme. Other references (see Table 4-1) are referring in their namings more to the
fact that “multiple levels” are available in such model. See for instance the “Cascade model” of (Ecofys
and Fraunhofer IWES, 2017) or the “separated” TSO and DSO congestion management model of (Brazier et
al., 2019). Another example of a multi-level market model is for instance the non-strategic DSO leader
model (Tohidi et al., 2018).
We therefore group all these coordination schemes together under the name “Multi-level market model”.

Figure 4-11: Multi-level market model

67

This market model is based on the SmartNet Local AS market model (see section 4.1)
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In a multi-level market approach, local and central markets coexist. As a consequence, there will be a lower
level of market liquidity registered on the market, compared to the common and integrated market model.
Especially for the local markets there is a higher risk on rather illiquid markets with limited resources able
to fulfil a certain local need and therefore a potential risk of higher costs due to a lack of economies of
scale. However, local markets can entail a lower entry barrier for small scale DER.
The split between local and central markets creates the need for extensive communication between the
central TSO market and the local DSO market. Certainly, since the fragmentation in market platforms entails
the creation of separate merit orders which are to be considered. This will require additional coordination
effort in the context of avoiding any double activation of flexibility. Although, this model enables a clear
distinction between products and markets can pursue their own objective. Product requirements can also
be easily adapted without interference with the other markets and products.
For resources wanting to participate in the different markets a complex trading strategy and forecasting
exercise needs to be elaborated in order to assess the most optimal trading options.

4.3.2.6 Fragmented market models
The next coordination scheme has a lot of similarities with the Multi-level market model. The Fragmented
market model68 comparably focusses on the combination of a central and local need for flexibility, entailing
both the TSO and DSO as buyers in split markets. The distinct feature exists in the fact that in this market
model the TSO does not have access to resources connected to the distribution grid. This means that
distribution grid connected resources can solely provide flexibility to the local DSO market. The TSO can
only procure flexibility services from his own connected grid users.
Papers discussing similar models as the shared balancing responsibility model of SmartNet are for instance
(Corchero et al., 2018), (CAISO et al., 2017) and (Burger et al., 2018) (Enhanced DSO model). Papers that
are discussing slight deviations from these schemes are for instance the System Balancing Cost Allocation
Model of (Kim et al., 2018). Given the fact that a number of different names exist for this type of scheme,
and given the fact that the SmartNet project opted for a name with the term “balancing” in it, the Coordinet
project proposes to stick to a more generic name as this market model will be tested for non-balancing
services.

68

This market model is based on the SmartNet Shared balancing responsibility market model (see section
4.1).
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Figure 4-12: Fragmented market model

As this model shows a lot of similarities to the multi-level market model, they share some advantages and
disadvantages. As previously indicated, the split between local and central markets could lead to rather
illiquid markets, especially on a local level. However, both system operators can enact an own governance
framework, defining own product requirements, market design, rules and others. Consequently, altering or
adapting the product requirements to fit changing needs is rather easy and can be performed without direct
interference with other markets.
The distinguishing factor of the Fragmented market model is the aspect that the TSO does not have access
to flexibility resources connected to the distribution level. Consequently, there is no need for a very
elaborate communication between the TSO and DSO. Coordination would mostly be limited to certain
agreements on the exchanges between the TSO/DSO interconnections.

4.3.2.7 Distributed market models
As a last type of market structure one could consider distributed settings. In this context, both local needs
and the combination of local and central needs will be considered. We do not consider distributed market
structures for central needs within the CoordiNet project. It should be noted that within the context of the
CoordiNet project, we will only consider distributed market structure to solve grid-related issues (not e.g.
for just trading energy, as an alternative to participating in the day-ahead market). In this market model
peers are the sole buyers (and providers) in the market. Depending on the SO need(s) considered a
distributed market can have one or more markets. Further elaboration of this market model will be done in
a seperate task within the project. One possibility for the implementation of a distributed market structure
is a peer-to-peer market setup. The peer-to-peer model envisions a fully distributed network where peers
establish direct (logical) connections to neighbouring peers.
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Figure 4-13: Distributed market models

Distributed market models are drastically different from the current practices and involve a complete
restructuring of current regulation and market set-up. Depending on the implementation, market
participants may have more autonomy. A related consequence of the intensified autonomy is the lack of a
system wide overview. Hence, if the distributed market is not designed appropriately, a distributed trading
mechanism could result in energy imbalances or grid constrained situations. Given the peculiarities of the
energy market a well-designed implementation of a distributed market set-up would be essential but could
proof to be rather complex.
In a distributed setting there is a lot of uncertainty how DSO and TSO needs can be taken into account.
Moreover, no guarantee can be given of reaching the optimal social welfare. The peers can pursue their own
objective which can be different and/or in conflict.
The peer-to-peer approach, where direct negotiations between participants are not aplicable, alleviates
the transaction-related burden on each trader. However, the exact role of more distributed market models
in the future energy system, certainly to address SO needs, is currently highly uncertain.
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5

Reflection and conclusion

In this chapter we will reflect on the work done, explaining the interrelation between the identified services
and products on the one hand and the coordination schemes on the other hand, by using the business use
cases of the CoordiNet demonstrators as examples.
For each demonstration, a separate use case has been introduced for each service / coordination scheme
combination which will be tested within the CoordiNet project. The figure below lists these business use
cases.
Greek demonstration use cases
BUC GR-1a: Voltage Control – Multi-level market model
BUC GR-1b: Voltage Control – Fragmented market model
BUC GR-2a: Congestion Management – Multi-level market model

BUC GR-2b: Congestion Management – Fragmented market model
Spanish demonstration use cases
BUC ES-1: Congestion management – Common market model
BUC ES-2: Balancing services for TSO – Central market model
BUC ES-3: Voltage control – Common market model
BUC ES-4: Controlled Islanding – Local market model
Swedish demonstration use cases
BUC SE-1a: Congestion management – Multi-level market model (in combination with BUC SE-3)
BUC SE-1b: Congestion management – Distributed market model
BUC SE-2: Balancing services for local DSO (in Gotland) – Local market model
BUC SE-3: Balancing services for TSO – Multi-level market model (in combination with BUC SE-1a)
Figure 5-1: CoordiNet Business Use Cases

A detailed description of the different BUCs can be found within deliverable D1.5 “Business use case:
Business use case definition” (Gürses-Tran et al., 2019). The table below shows the services which are
considered within the difference BUCs which will be demonstrated within the project and whether an energy
and / or capacity product will be tested. As can be seen for the use cases to be tested in the Greek
demonstrator both capacity and energy products are considered for voltage control and congestion
management. The use cases of the Spanish demonstrator consider energy-based products for congestion
management and balancing (possibly partly combined with capacity contracting), whereas for controlled
islanding and voltage control capacity would be contracted beforehand and -depending on the exact
products considered – energy delivery could be rewarded as well. Finally, the use cases of the Swedish demo
always consider capacity products for congestion management, whereas an energy product for this service
is only considered for BUC SE-1a. In contrast, the Swedish demo always considers energy products for
balancing and only a capacity product for BUC SE-2.
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Table 5-1: Services and products tested within the CoordiNet demonstrators

BUC
BUC GR-1a

Service tested
Voltage control

Capacity product
Yes

Energy product
Yes

BUC GR-1b
BUC GR-2a

Voltage control
Congestion management

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

BUC GR-2b
BUC ES-1
BUC ES-2

Congestion management
Congestion management
Balancing

Yes
No
Possible

Yes
Yes
Yes

BUC ES-3

Voltage control

Yes

Possible

BUC ES-4

Controlled islanding

Yes

Possible

BUC SE-1a
BUC SE-1b

Congestion management
Congestion management

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

BUC SE-2

Balancing

Yes

Yes

BUC SE-3

Balancing

No

Yes

In the remainder of this section we will explain the mapping of the different BUCs which will be
demonstrated within the project with the coordination schemes as introduced in section 4.3.2.
The first two business use cases of the Greek demonstrator focus on voltage control for both the DSO and
the TSO via a market-based mechanism. A combination of local and central needs is therefore considered
in these use cases and both SO acquire their own flexibility on separate markets.
Within the first use case (GR-1a), DER can participate to the central market at TSO level (to manage the
voltage at the primary sub-station), but only after the needs of the DSO are covered. The TSO has thus
access to DER. Sequential markets are foreseen whereby the DSO filters, aggregates and transfers flexibility
offers to the central market at TSO level. The coordination scheme for this use case is the Multi-level
market model whereby grid constraints are taken into account during pre-qualification, procurement and
activation.
The main difference between the second business use case of the Greek demonstrator (GR-1b) and the
previous use case is that in this case the TSO has no access to DER; This means that distribution grid
connected resources can solely provide flexibility to the local DSO market. The TSO can thus only procure
flexibility services from own connected grid users, at the central market. Agreements are made between
the TSO and the DSO on the voltage level at the different TSO/DSO interfaces. In this case the applicable
coordination scheme is the Fragmented market model.
The last two business use cases of the Greek demonstrator focus on congestion management for both the
DSO and the TSO via a market-based mechanism. Also here, a combination of local and central needs is
considered and both SO acquire their own flexibility on separate markets. In the third use case (GR-2a) the
TSO has access to DER (similar as in GR-1a), whereas in the fourth business use case (GR-2b) the TSO has no
access to DER. In this case the applicable coordination is therefore the Multi-level market model for BUC
GR-2a and the Fragmented market model for BUC GR-2b.
The first business use case of the Spanish demonstrator (ES-1) focuses on grid congestion management for
both the TSO and DSO, so a combination of local and central needs is considered and both SO are buying
flexibility to this end. A single market is used where next to the DSO, also the TSO has direct (market) access
to DER. The procurement process assumes no priority of access to either SO. The market-approach followed
here explicitly focuses on grid constraints. The coordination scheme which is applied is the Common market
model.
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The second business use case of the Spanish demonstrator (ES-2) focuses on balancing services for the TSO.
More specifically, two products are considered, i.e. FRR and RR. The BUC focuses on a central need and
there is a single buyer, the TSO on a single market. The TSO has access to DER. Grid constraints are taken
into account preliminarily during pre-qualification, but also during procurement and activation. In this case
the Central market model is considered.
The third Spanish use case (ES-3) focuses on voltage control for the TSO and DSO. Similar to ES-1, both local
and central needs are considered, a single market is used and the TSO has direct access to DER. The
applicable coordination scheme is therefore also the Common market model.
The last Spanish business use case deals with controlled islanding for the DSO (ES-4). Only a local need is
considered and there is local acquisition of flexibility to maintain the islands during certain events such as
outages or planned maintenance. In this specific case no market coordination is envisioned, although some
coordination would be needed between the DSO and TSO to agree on when the islanding would take place
and to make sure effects on the operation of the TSO grid can be taken into account. The applicable
coordination scheme in this case is the Local Market Model.
The first Swedish business use case (SE-1a) and the fourth Swedish use case (SE-3) should be considered
together when looking at market coordination. In this case actually three different levels of SO should be
distinguished: the local DSO, the regional DSO and the TSO. The business use case focuses on a local need
(congestion management for the local DSO and regional DSO in their respective grids) and a central need
(balancing for the TSO) and how to acquire them in a coordinated manner. A combination of local and
central needs is therefore considered, and multiple markets will be implemented: a regional market for
congestion management for the local and regional DSO and a central market for balancing for the TSO. On
the regional market priority rules are applied: the local DSO has priority over the regional DSO. Afterwards,
DER can participate to the central, balancing market, but only after the needs of the DSO for congestion
management are covered. From a market coordination perspective, this use case is similar to BUC GR-1a
and BUC GR-2a. The coordination scheme for this use case is the Multi-level market model.
The second Swedish use case (SE-1b) focuses on a local need, i.e. congestion management in the low voltage
and medium voltage distribution grid by using a peer to peer market which entails local acquisition of
flexibility by peers based on identified demand prognosis by the DSO. In this specific case no market
coordination is needed between the TSO and DSO. The applicable market model is the Distributed market
model.
The third Swedish use case (SE-2) focuses on balancing services to the DSO in Gotland. This is a special case
as the DSO here has to handle some issues TSOs would typically be responsible for, i.e. balancing, inertial
response. Coordination needs still need to be further discussed, but the applicable scheme is the Local
market model.
Table 5-2 summarizes the combinations of services and coordination schemes which will be applied in the
different demonstration campaigns. The table shows that - aside from the integrated market model - the
different coordination schemes will be applied within the CoordiNet project. In the Spanish demonstrator
four different services will be tested each with one coordination scheme. Moreover, the Greek demonstrator
will use two coordination schemes (the multi-level and the fragmented market model) for each of the
services (voltage control and congestion management) they will test, so that both market approaches can
be compared. Finally, the Swedish demonstrator will focus on two different services (balancing and
congestion management), whereby two BUC focus on one service/coordination scheme combination while
the two services will also be combined in one market setting, i.e. the multi-level market model. When
looking from the service perspective, balancing and voltage control will be tested with three different
market models and congestion will be tested with four different models. For these services the different
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market approaches can therefore be compared. Controlled islanding will – due to the specific focus on
controlled islands within the distribution grids - only be tested with the local market model.

Balancing

x
x

Balancing + congestion management

x
x
x

Congestion management
x

x
Controlled islanding

x
x

Voltage control

x
x

BUC #

Distributed MM

Fragmented MM

Multi-level MM

Common MM

Integrated MM

Central MM

Local MM

Service

Table 5-2: Coordination schemes and services tested in the demonstration campaigns

BUC
BUC
BUC
BUC
BUC
BUC
BUC
BUC
BUC
BUC
BUC

ES-2
SE-2
SE-1a + BUC SE-3
GR-2a
GR-2b
ES-1
SE-1b
ES-4
GR-1a
GR-1b
ES-3

In the next phases of the project the coordination schemes introduced in this report will be further
elaborated and described, i.e. these high-level schemes will be translated to more specific market designs.
This entails the definition of different market dimensions (such as bidding times, market horizon, clearing
frequency, etc.) and clearing algorithms for them, which will be implemented in the demonstrators of the
project. The market design will take into account the standard products defined in this deliverable, but
these can evolve based on the needs of the demonstrators. In addition, the information and data exchange
requirements between the TSO and DSO for each of the demonstrators will be further studied.
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